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Genetic data has been used for decades to quench the human thirst for know-
ledge about the processes that have affected and moulded the demographic 
history of populations. Throughout the years the field of population genetics has 
undergone major changes involving both, types of markers used and methodo-
logical/technological advancements. In the beginning research relied on 
classical markers, more specifically on polymorphisms of different proteins, to 
study human variation. In the 1980’s the field moved on to examining poly-
morphisms of haploid uniparental DNA markers: mitochondrial (mtDNA) and 
Y-chromosomal DNA (Y-DNA). The last 10–15 years have been significant 
in the growth of population genetic advancement due to rapid development of 
sequencing technologies. Today Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) provides 
a higher phylogenetic resolution along with a set of unbiased markers. MtDNA 
and Y-DNA only explain demographic processes of maternal and paternal 
lineages, respectively. NGS has brought whole genome sequences and auto-
somal markers that contain more information about the genetic history of 
populations. Although modern genomic data is instrumental in population 
genetics and contains a lot of information about the past, it may not give a 
complete picture of some aspects like time and geographic origins. NGS helps 
to overcome these limitations as well as enables to sequence the DNA of 
already deceased individuals called ancient DNA (aDNA) possible. Ancient 
DNA gives more precise information about the timeframe, geographic origin 
and can uncover uniparental lineages that have died out. 
Haploid, nonrecombining region of Y chromosome passes on through the 
paternal line and does not undergo a meiotic recombination which means that 
lineages can be traced back to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA). 
Re-sequencing the entire Y chromosome (chrY) thanks to NGS has improved 
the research of male lineages and their history as the process unveils a lot of 
markers which can be used in re-constructing a refined phylogeny. Further-
more, these variants and detailed phylogeny makes genotyping and subsequent 
phylogeographic analysis more time- and cost-efficient. This approach has 
greatly benefited the global study of chrY variation and has also helped in 
researching individual populations on a higher resolution level, providing 
information about specific differences in variation and distinction between 
populations.   
Present thesis focuses on the population genetic aspects of chrY by 
providing insight into the specific characteristics of the male chromosome, 
variation and geographic patterns of paternal lineages in north-eastern Eurasia 
and central regions of Asia. Second part of the dissertation expands the 
knowledge about the widespread chrY haplogroup (hg) N by utilizing high 
coverage full sequences of chrY in refining the phylogenetic tree and describing 
the geographic dispersion of the sub-clades. Similar approach is used in two 
case studies. First of which involves Uralic-speaking Hungarian population 
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and hg N3a4 as a genetic link to their putative geographic origin around 
southern Urals and West Siberia. To achieve a clearer understanding, the 
phylogeny of aforementioned hg is for the first time re-constructed using 
Hungarian full chrY sequences combined with samples from other Uralic 
speakers and populations living near the Uralic mountains. This phylogenetic 
tree is applied in describing the spread of N3a4 sub-clades in populations of 
wide geographical range. The second case study analyses the paternal genetic 
link between the Kalmyk people, the only Mongolic speaking population in 
Europe, and ethnically related groups inhabiting Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan and 
China. Correspondingly to the first case study, a phylogeny of the most common 
hg C3 in Kalmyks is re-constructed. In addition, the genetic profile of paternal 






2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW 
The literature overview briefly describes the human Y chromosome including 
its evolution and characteristics. Additionally, it gives a short overview about 
whole Y chromosome sequencing, mutation rate estimations and information 
on Y-chromosomal haplogroups, populations of interest and examples of 
ancient Y-DNA research of the studied region. 
 
 
2.1. The features of human Y chromosome 
2.1.1. Evolution of human Y chromosome 
Human sex chromosomes Y (chrY) and X (chrX) derived from a pair of 
autosomes (Ohno 1966; Ye et al. 2018) and originated in eutherian mammals 
around 200–300 million years ago (MYA) (Bachtrog 2013; Lahn and Page 
1999; Ross et al. 2006). Both chromosomes have evolved independently in 
multiple groups of animals including birds, amphibians, reptilians (snakes) 
and fish (Bachtrog 2013; Charlesworth 1991; Hughes and Rozen 2012). The 
differentiation between X-Y first began when proto-Y chromosome acquired 
a sex-determining locus (SRY) (Hughes and Page 2015; Lahn and Page 1999; 
Trombetta and Cruciani 2017). After that chrY went through multiple 
inversions which supressed the recombination between the two sex chromo-
somes (Bellott et al. 2014; Hughes and Page 2015; Hughes and Rozen 2012; 
Lahn and Page 1999). During chrY evolution crossing over was stifled five 
times in five separate chromosomal regions (strata) which then went through 
gene loss and deletions individually (Hughes et al. 2012; Lahn and Page 1999; 
Ross et al. 2006). Because of that chrY has considerably degenerated both in 
size and genetic content, compared to chrX (Hughes et al. 2005, 2010, 2012; 
Hughes and Page 2015; Rice 1996; Skaletsky et al. 2003). Most genes on chrY 
have become non-functional due to absence of recombination and accumu-
lation of mutations (mut) (Bellott et al. 2014; Skaletsky et al. 2003). Only 
around 3% of the ancestral genes has been retained in the male-specific region 
(MSY) of chrY (Hughes et al. 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). In contrast, 98% 
of the ancestral genes have survived in chrX (Bellott et al. 2014; Mueller et 
al. 2013). However, the dosage difference between chromosomes Y and X is 
balanced by a collection of dosage-sensitive genes on chrY and the inactiva-
tion of one homologue on chrX (Charlesworth 1978; Graves 1995; Lahn et al. 
2001). The decay of chrY has slowed down in the last 25 million years (Bellott 




2.1.2. Characteristics and sequence classes of  
human Y chromosome 
Y chromosome is haploid with a sequence of around 57 Mb (Ensembl 
GRCh38 release 99). Its main biological functions include testis determination 
and spermatogenesis. The chromosome consists of the male-specific region 
(Rozen et al. 2003; Skaletsky et al. 2003) flanked by pseudoautosomal regions 
(PAR1 and PAR2) (Figure 1) (Hughes and Rozen 2012; Jobling and Tyler-
Smith 2003, 2017; Lahn and Page 1999; Skaletsky et al. 2003).  
Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the human Y chromosome. 
(a) and the male specific region (MSY) with protein coding genes displayed (b). Colours 
correspond to different sequence classes. Pairs of triangles represent palindromes and 
arms belonging to the same palindrome are shown as adjacent, opposite triangles. 
Modified from Figure 1 (Hughes and Rozen 2012) with permission from Annual 
Reviews, Inc. 
 
MSY is biologically crucial as it carries the SRY gene that transcribes a factor 
important in triggering male development and repressing the development of 
female reproductive organs (Harley et al. 1992; Ye et al. 2018). MSY contains 
heterochromatic sequences and three classes of euchromatic sequences –  
X-degenerate, X-transposed and ampliconic regions (Bachtrog 2013; Hughes 
and Rozen 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). Heterochromatic parts are the 
centromere, an island of heterochromatin that cuts off the euchromatin, and a 
significant heterochromatic block (~40 Mb) that comprises of more than 
3000 tandem repeats and makes up most of the long arm (Hughes and Rozen 
2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003).  
The euchromatic region of MSY is approximately 23 Mb (Skaletsky et al. 
2003). It contains the human specific X-transposed regions, that have the 
lowest gene density of the three classes, containing only 2 genes (TGIF2LY, 
PCDH11Y) (Bachtrog 2013; Hughes et al. 2010; Hughes and Rozen 2012; 
Skaletsky et al. 2003). Furthermore, these regions have the highest density of 
interspersed repeat elements in the euchromatin, around 36% of X-transposed 
sequences are long interspersed nuclear element 1 (LINE1) elements (Skaletsky 
et al. 2003). X-transposed blocks are ~99% identical to Xq21 (a region on the 
long arm of chrX) and both genes have homologues in Xq21 (Skaletsky et al., 
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2003). X-transposed regions were formed 3–4 MYA because of an extensive 
X to Y transposition and later split into two separate segments by an inversion 
event within MSY short arm (Mumm et al. 1997; Schwartz et al. 1998; 
Skaletsky et al. 2003). 
Most of the MSY euchromatic portions (~18 Mb) are made up of  
X-degenerate and ampliconic regions (Bachtrog 2013; Hughes and Rozen 
2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). X-degenerate sequences are 8.6 megabase-long 
decayed versions of the chrX (Hughes and Rozen 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). 
X-degenerate region consists of 27 single-copy genes or pseudogenes that are 
homologues of different X-linked genes and exhibit up to 96% sequence 
identity to them. X-degenerate sequences encode all together 16 proteins or 
protein families out of 27. Twelve genes are expressed ubiquitously, and such 
widely expressed genes seem to only be present in X-degenerate segments 
(Hughes and Rozen 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). 
Seven repetitive ampliconic segments, all together 10.2 Mb, are scattered 
all over the euchromatic long arm. The sequences in these regions are arranged 
into inverted repeats, tandem arrays and 8 large palindromes that are 5.7 Mb 
in length (25% of all chr Y euchromatic sequences) (Skaletsky et al. 2003). A 
big portion of these segments (60%) exhibit a similarity up to 99.9% with 
other sequences in MSY (Hughes and Rozen 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). 
Ampliconic regions have the highest density of both coding and non-coding 
genes among the three classes. There are 9 MSY-specific protein-coding gene 
families encompassing 60 genes and 75 non-coding transcription units. All 
except one of the 9 gene families are situated in either palindromes (P1, P2, 
P3, P4, P5 and P8) or an inverted repeat (IR2) (Skaletsky et al. 2003; Ye et al. 
2018). The coding gene families are mainly or exclusively expressed in the 
testes (Bhowmick et al. 2007; Hughes and Rozen 2012; Skaletsky et al. 2003). 
ChrY PAR1 makes up 2.6 Mb of the short-arm tip. In contrast, PAR 2 
comprises only around 320 Kb of the tip of the long arm (Mangs and Morris 
2007; Ross et al. 2006). PAR regions are the only parts of the chromosome 
that recombine with X chromosome PAR during male meiosis (Bachtrog 
2013; Hughes and Page 2015; Hughes and Rozen 2012; Otto et al. 2011; 
Skaletsky et al. 2003).  
The lack of recombination with chrX in MSY (Bachtrog 2013; 
Charlesworth 1991; Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003; Lahn and Page 1999; Teitz 
et al. 2018) drives the accumulation of deleterious mutations (Muller’s 
ratchet), selection against deleterious mutations (background selection) and 
genetic hitchhiking where fixation of beneficial mutations will concurrently 
fix the deleterious mutations they are linked with (Bachtrog 2008, 2013; 
Filatov et al. 2000; Ye et al. 2018). This coupled with haploidy and the fact 
that chrY is only present in males lowers the effective population size (Ne) of 
chrY and therefore it is more affected by genetic drift (Charlesworth and 
Charlesworth 2000; Filatov et al. 2000; Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003; Ye et 
al. 2018). When estimating the sex ratio as 1:1 the population would contain 
four copies of each autosome, 3 copies of chrX and only one copy of chrY. 
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Therefore, the Ne of chrY is around one third of the chrX effective population 
size and one fourth of the Ne of autosomes (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003). 
Although Ne of chrY is comparable to the Ne of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
considered the maternal counterpart of chrY, a research (Karmin et al. 2015) 
has shown estimates of female Ne that are consistently two times higher than 
male Ne estimates. In addition, many populations display a considerable 
bottleneck in the Ne of chrY around 8–4 thousand years ago (kya) that is absent 
from mtDNA. The difference might have occurred due to cultural and sex-
specific variance in the number of offspring (Karmin et al. 2015). However, it 
has also been proposed that the Neolithic bottleneck of chrY might have been 
a result of competition/wars between patrilineal kin groups (clans) (Zeng et 
al. 2018). 
Although MSY does not recombine, it has been discovered to undergo 
inter-chromosomal gene conversions which regulate the genetic diversity of 
portions of MSY called gene conversion hotspots (Cruciani et al. 2010; 
Niederstätter et al. 2013; Rosser et al. 2009; Trombetta et al. 2010, 2014, 2016, 
2017). It has been indicated that these hotspots are not completely Y-linked 
and that some regions of MSY can swap variants with chrX, autosomes, and 




2.2. Y-chromosomal whole sequencing –  
a novel methodology in Y-chromosomal studies 
The paucity of MSY recombination means that haplotypes change only due to 
mutations that accumulate through time (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003). 
Accumulated MSY variants have been used to research the phylogeny and 
phylogeography of male lineages. Early studies in this field identified only a 
limited number of single nucleotide variants in modest number of samples that 
used these variants for genotyping larger sample sets (Cinnioǧlu et al. 2004; 
Cruciani et al. 2004; Karafet et al. 2002; Rosser et al. 2000; Semino et al. 2000; 
Underhill et al. 2000; Zerjal et al. 1997). However, this limitation caused a bias 
as other variants in the larger set were left unrecorded (Jobling and Tyler-
Smith 2003, 2017). 
Sequencing is the most systematic way to characterize the variation of 
Y chromosome. At the beginning chrY sequences were assembled by mapping 
and sequencing bacterial artificial chromosome clones (BAC) that contained 
parts of chr Y from the same individual (Skaletsky et al. 2003; Tilford et al. 
2001). However, this approach was too costly and extremely time-consuming 
for broader application. 
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) (Margulies et al. 2005), including Y 
chromosome short-read sequencing (SRS), started to pick up in 2010 with the 
publication of 1000 Genomes Project (Altshuler et al. 2010). 
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SRS starts with library preparation, amplification and subsequent sequen-
cing. The outcome of this process is multiple short sequencing raw reads (35–
300 bp). Different SRS platforms vary considerably by having biases and errors 
unique to them (Goodwin et al. 2016; Pfeifer 2017). Compared to Sanger 
sequencing error rates of SRS platforms are higher (~0.1–15%) (Goodwin et 
al. 2016). Those biases/errors affect correct read alignment and subsequently 
variant calling and genotyping, meaning that reads must be pre-processed, and 
quality controlled before alignment to a reference genome. Mapping is highly 
accurate where the sequence is unique and there are many specific and intricate 
alignment algorithms to handle the varying aspects of different SRS platforms 
(Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2017; Pfeifer 2017). However, in some regions of 
the genome correct alignment is very difficult. The mapping of the Y chromo-
some is especially challenging and makes the SRS sequencing of the whole 
chromosome is virtually impossible. For example, in the case of repetitive and 
low-complexity regions (e.g. heterochromatic parts and X-transposed region) 
the reads are mapped equally well to many sections of the sequence as the 
short length of the reads is not able to cover the extent of the repetitive regions 
(Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2017; Pfeifer 2017). The outcome is an ambiguous 
alignment that may cause errors in the variant calling. After mapping the 
alignment is further refined and regions where at least one sample diverges 
from the reference are determined and genotyping (identification of alleles) is 
completed. False positives caused by sequencing errors and faulty alignment 
are then removed by filtering (Pfeifer 2017). The problem of sequencing 
complexity and lengthy repeats can be overcome with long read sequencing 
(LRS) where the read length is >10 kilobases on average (Lee et al. 2019; 
Mantere et al. 2019; Nakano et al. 2017) and with the passage of time LRS is 
being used more and more, especially in medical research. However, compared 
to short-read sequencing LRS is costly and therefore still not as widespread in 
phylogenetic studies.  
Important aspect of SRS is coverage (number of unique reads covering the 
reference). Coverage is crucial in discovering new variants, as low coverage 
may hinder the detection of rare variants that are only present in a few indi-
viduals. This affects the consequent phylogeny by artefactual shortening of 
the branches (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2017). Coverage and sequence length 
largely depend on the platform. Also uncovered sequences between indivi-
duals are scattered unevenly. Error patterns unique to separate platforms must 
be considered in merging data from different origins. However, getting the 
high-quality overlapping regions from distinct platforms often results in shorter 
sequences. 
Although SRS has its challenges this technology has revolutionized how 
phylogenetic research is carried out. Around 10Mb of discontinuous unique 
regions of MSY can still be sequenced using SRS technology (Jobling and 
Tyler-Smith 2017; Poznik et al. 2013) and the amount of studies (Batini et al. 
2015; Francalacci et al. 2013; Hallast et al. 2014; Karmin et al. 2015; Lippold 
et al. 2014; Pinotti et al. 2019; Poznik et al. 2013, 2016; Rootsi et al. 2013; 
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Underhill et al. 2015; Wei, Ayub, Chen, et al. 2013; Wei, Ayub, Xue, et al. 
2013; Wei, Wang, et al. 2018), that use Y-chromosomal “whole” sequences 
in the ascertainment of precise and dated phylogenies, has been on the rise 
ever since the development of SRS. 
 
 
2.3. Y chromosome mutation rates and  
The Most Recent Common Ancestor 
2.3.1. Mutation rate estimations 
Biological variation depends on mutations that are the driving force behind 
evolution. Although mutations occur both in somatic and germ line cells, only 
germ line mutations carry on to the next generation. Mutations are mostly the 
only cause of variation in the MSY and because of that MSY is used in finding 
mutation rates and estimating the Time to the Most Recent Common Ancestor 
(TMRCA).  
Y-chromosomal mutation rate estimates can be found using one of the 
three predominant approaches (Balanovsky 2017; Francalacci et al. 2016). 
First of which applies a known pedigree where the mutations are counted on 
the genealogical line (e.g. father to son). Then divided by generations or years 
to obtain a genealogical rate of per-generation or per-year, respectively. 
Second one, called the evolutionary (or calibration) method (Poznik et al. 2013), 
is acquired when calibrated molecular clock is applied to a historical event with 
a known date. The third approach applies ancient DNA (aDNA) (Balanovsky 
2017; Francalacci et al. 2016; Kivisild 2017; Rasmussen et al. 2010). This 
method considers that the aDNA sample has collected fewer mutations com-
pared to modern samples. These assumed missing mutations are then counted 
and divided by the age of the sample, usually estimated by radiocarbon dating. 
ChrY binary markers, often used in forensic analyses, medical studies, 
evolutionary and phylogeographic research, are single nucleotide polymorph-
isms (variants) or SNPs (SNV) that designate chrYs to haplogroups/clades. 
Multiallelic short tandem repeats (Y-STRs) (~2–6 bp) determine haplotypes.  
Both STRs and SNPs are applied in chrY mutation rate estimations (e.g. in 
Tables 1 and 2) and subsequent dating of TMRCA. Before sequencing era, a 
limited number of biallelic SNPs have been described, which restricted the 
usage of SNPs in mutation rate estimations. Therefore, for a long period of 
time, abundant and fast-mutating STRs were used in mutation rate estimates. 
There are about 700,000 STR loci (Willems et al. 2014) on the whole 
genome and no less than 4700 STRs on chrY with mutation rates that are 
extremely variable (Ballantyne et al. 2010; https://www.ensembl.org). The 
variability of STRs is connected to the size of the motif, major allele length 
and whether they reside in the coding or the non-coding region (Willems et al. 
2014). 
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Although the amount of Y-STRs in the genome is substantial, the research 
community often relies on restricted number of STRs that are incorporated 
into commercially available kits. Sets such as Applied Biosystem’s Yfiler with 
17 STRs and Promega’s PowerPlex Y23 with 23 STRs are often used, in 
particular because they became standards in forensic databases. Throughout 
the years, mostly genealogical STR-based mutation rates have been published 
(e.g. in Table 1). Genealogical rate estimates based on mutation counting in 
father-son pairs have resulted in ~2–5 x 10–3 locus/generation with some dif-
ferences depending on the number of loci, sample sizes, populations and STR 
sets used (Boattini et al. 2016, 2019; Bugoye et al. 2018; Burgarella and 
Navascués 2011; Claerhout et al. 2018; Čokić et al. 2019; Da Fré et al. 2015; 
Ge et al. 2009; Goedbloed et al. 2009; Heyer et al. 1997; Hohoff et al. 2007; 
Sánchez-Diz et al. 2008; Turrina et al. 2006, 2015; Wang and Li 2015; Yang 
et al. 2018). Only one study (Zhivotovsky et al. 2004) estimated the STR 
mutation rate by using the evolutionary method. This study analysed haplo-
type variation among Maoris of New Zealand using their migration to the 
island as a calibration point. Additionally, they analysed calibration in Euro-
pean Roma and compared Y-STR variation with autosomal STRs. Then the 
average of the three mutation rates was found. 
The contrast between genealogical and evolutionary rates makes it difficult 
to choose which one to apply when assessing TMRCA. The difference in rates 
is thought to be due to genetic drift that eliminates haplotypes and recurrent 
mutations, that diminish genetic diversity (Balanovsky 2017; Hallast et al. 
2014; Wei, Ayub, Chen, et al. 2013; Wei, Ayub, Xue, et al. 2013; Zhivotovsky 
et al. 2006). 
 
Table 1. The Y-chromosomal mutation rate estimations based on STRs.  
Modified from Table 2 (Balanovsky 2017) with permission from Springer Nature. 
 
 
Study reference Mutation rate (locus/generation 10-3) STR panel* Approach
Boattini et al . 2019 3.38 (95%CI: 2.57-4.23) Yfiler
3.96 (95%CI: 3.18-4.79) PowerPlex Y23
Čokić et al . 2019 3.72 (95%CI: 2.68-4.99) PowerPlex Y23
Bugoye et al . 2018 2.35 (95%CI: 6.41 x 10-4-6.013) Yfiler
Claerhout et al . 2018 5.03 (95%CI: 4.67-5.40) 4 Multiplex kits
Yang et al . 2018 3.4 (95%CI: 2.5-4.5) AGCU Y24 Plus
Boattini et al . 2016 3.254 (95%CI: 2.128-4.506) Yfiler
Wang et al . 2016 2.6 (95%CI: 1.9-3.5) Yfiler 
Da Fré et al . 2015 3.768 (95%CI: 3.542-3.944) PowerPlex Y23
Turrina et al . 2014 3.38 (95%CI: 1.36-6.95) PowerPlex Y23
Burgarella and Navascués 2011 2.7 Yfiler
3.89 PowerPlex Y23
Ge at al . 2009 2.1 (95%CI: 1.7-2.5) Yfiler
Goedbloed et al . 2009 2.5 (95%CI: 1.6–3.4) Yfiler













* Yfiler and PowerPlex Y23 rates if possible
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Due to developments in sequencing technologies during the past decade, the 
usage of SNPs in the mutation rate estimation has come to the forefront 
(Table 2). However, because of the limitations in SRS sequencing, estimates 
essentially rely on the X-degenerate region.  
The earliest work where SNP genealogical mutation rate was used was pub-
lished in 2009 where Xue et al (2009) sequenced the chrYs of two individuals 
from a Chinese pedigree separated by 13 generations. The most powerful such 
study (Helgason et al. 2015) used over 750 Icelandic males grouped into 274 
patrilines to estimate the point mutation rate for MSY. Also, 9 Kazakh men 
from the same patrilineal clan were used to obtain a genealogical mutation rate 
estimation for chrY (Balanovsky et al. 2015). All three rates are similar with 
overlapping confidence intervals (CI) (Table 2). 
One of the first studies using evolutionary approach with SNPs was done 
in 2013 where Poznik et al. (2013) sequenced the complete chrYs of 69 males. 
To estimate the mutation rate, two Native American Mayas belonging to chrY 
hg Q lineages and peopling of the Americas were used (commonly accepted 
archaeological date 15 kya). The evolutionary mutation rate estimates from 
limited number of studies remain between 0.65–0.82 x 10–9 base/year (Table 2) 
(Francalacci et al. 2013; Poznik et al. 2013) with CIs that tend not to overlap. 
This demonstrates the difficulties in combining historical population events 
and phylogenetics. 
The most recent approach that incorporates aDNA for mutation rate 
estimation of chrY involves counting mutations between ancient and modern 
samples combined with a reliable radiocarbon age of the ancient sample. One 
of the first studies (Fu et al. 2014) used a high-quality sequence of an Ust’-Ishim 
male (~45 kya) from Siberia and a set of modern samples. Another study 
(Karmin et al. 2015) combined chrYs from two ancient samples – Anzick from 
North America (12.6 kya) (Rasmussen et al. 2010) and Paleo-Eskimo Saqqaq 
(4 kya) (Rasmussen et al. 2014) – with contemporary samples. Karmin et al 
counted only transversions as described in Rasmussen et al. (2014) and merged 
the two rate estimations attaining a final aDNA-based mutation rate. CIs of all 
of three aDNA based rate estimates presented in Table 2 overlap with each 
other. 
 
Table 2. The Y-chromosomal mutation rate estimations based on SNPs.  
Modified from Table 1 (Balanovsky 2017) with permission from Springer Nature. 
 
Study reference Mutation rate (base/year 10-9) Sequence length (Mb) Approach
Xue et al . 2009 1.0 (95%CI: 0.3-2.5) 10.15
Helgason et al . 2015 0.89 (95%CI: 0.80–0.99) 8.96
Balanovsky et al . 2015 0.78 (95%CI: 0.62-0.94) 9.97
Poznik et al . 2013 0.82 (95%CI: 0.72-0.92) 9.99
Francalacci et al . 2013* 0.65 (95%CI: 0.62-0.68) 8.97
Fu et al . 2014 0.76 (95%CI: 0.67-0.86) 1.8
Karmin et al . 2015 0.74 (95%CI: 0.63-0.95) 8.8
Trombetta et al . 2015 0.716 (95CI%: 0.619-0.815) 1.5





2.3.2. Time to the Most Recent Common Ancestor 
The time estimate of the Most Recent Common Ancestor substantially depends 
on the markers and the calculational approach used in mutation rate estimation 
Before SRS, TMRCA estimations were mostly based on STRs (Hammer et al. 
1998; Pritchard et al. 1999; Shi et al. 2010; Wilson and Balding 1998) but also 
on the restricted resequencing of chrY e.g. single genes or a small selected 
region (Hammer 1995; Kivisild et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2002; Thomson et al. 
2000; Underhill et al. 1997). The range of dates obtained for the chrY global 
TMRCA by different studies was extremely broad ranging from 30 kya to 
190 kya and often having wide CIs as well. It has been shown that STR based 
rates (compared to SNPs) mostly perform inadequately when applied to 
TMRCA estimation (Hallast et al. 2014; Karmin et al. 2015; Wei, Ayub, Xue, 
et al. 2013). However, it has been suggested that the evolutionary rate is more 
suitable to estimate the age of older nodes while the genealogical approach is 
better for younger nodes (Hallast et al. 2014; Karmin et al. 2015).  
SRS and the subsequent SNP-based dating has made a considerable impact 
on equating the coalescence age of male and female lineages. Poznik et al. 
(2013) calculated the estimate of chrY TMRCA to be around 138 kya (95%CI: 
120–156 kya), roughly equal to 124 kya (95%CI: 99–148 kya) for mtDNA. 
An older age of around 200 kya was also proposed by Francalacci et al. (2013), 
although this study used a mutation rate obtained with low-coverage data from 
the Sardinian population. Thus, the difference between the two estimates may 
stem from different sample sets with disparate sequencing coverage. The 
discovery of a deep and rare A0 lineage, that was formerly considered basal, 
shifted the Y-chromosomal TMRCA to ~200 kya (Scozzari et al. 2014) which 
differs from the previous estimation of 142 kya (Cruciani, Trombetta, Massaia, 
et al. 2011).  
The TMRCA for a tree rooted with A00 lineage was dated to ~338 kya 
(95%CI: 237–581 kya) (Mendez et al. 2013). However, this estimate was 
originally attained by using an autosomal mutation rate adapted for chrY. A00 
lineage and Neanderthal sample from El Sidrón (Spain) were used to estimate 
the divergence of the Neandertal and modern human chrYs (Mendez et al. 
2016). Furthermore, ancient Ust’-Ishim individual (45 kya) (Fu et al. 2014) 
was used to re-evaluate the maximum likelihood TMRCA for modern humans 
getting an estimate of of ~275 kya (Mendez et al. 2016). This result is roughly 
between two previously acquired MRCA estimations. One of those (254 kya) 
was based on the A00 lineage and mutation rate calibrated with the Ust’-Ishim 
sample (Karmin et al. 2015). The other used two ancient individuals – Ust’-
Ishim and Loschbour (8 kya, Luxembourg) (Lazaridis et al. 2014) – and resulted 
in an estimate of 291 kya (95%CI: 253–343 kya).  
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2.4. Main Y-chromosomal haplogroups and  
their phylogeny 
Due to their characteristics, all modern chrYs coalesce back in time to one 
ancestral sequence. MSY changes due to sequential accumulation of mutations 
that pass on from father to son. That inheritance mode enables the construction 
of exclusive phylogenetic trees based on binary SNPs. Phylogenies built in 
such manner are then often applied in a wider phylogeographic research to 
elucidate the demographic processes (Avise et al. 1987). SRS technologies 
have substantially simplified the construction process. However, there are 
downsides in applying descriptive tree-based approaches. Population genetics 
perceives phylogenetic trees as stochastic consequences of population genetic 
processes (Nielsen and Beaumont 2009). Meaning that distribution of trees 
can be drastically different even if populations have the same demographic 
histories. The randomness of the trees depends on the amount of offspring an 
individual has and the segregation of alleles (Nielsen and Beaumont 2009). 
Additionally, owing to the absence of recombination, males that do not have 
male descendants will not pass on any information on their chrY. The outcome 
is that there are lineages that have died out and are not represented in modern 
phylogenies. Single loci like chrY (or mtDNA) must be used with care when 
interpreting and salvaging population history as these will not show all the 
processes of the demographic past. Still, using correct assumptions, a global 
phylogeny of modern chrYs illustrates the divergence of surviving lineages, 
their potential origins and proposes a timeframe for their expansions (Karmin 
et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016) (Figure 2). Furthermore, the two haploid non-
recombining genetic loci – the Y-chromosome and mtDNA – offer possibility 
to follow independently patrilineal and matrilineal descents of the extant human 
(and, using aDNA, also extinct) human populations, impossible to decipher 
from autosomal genomes. This property makes them unique tools for the 
reconstruction of our demographic past. 
 
 
2.4.1. Nomenclature development of Y-chromosomal haplogroups 
Initially, there were only a few known binary polymorphisms that could be 
genotyped by Sanger sequencing or restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) technique. In 1997 a new method (denaturing high-performance liquid 
chromatography) was used to uncover a large number of novel and informative 
polymorphisms that could be used in phylogenetic studies (Underhill et al. 
1997). However, parallel studies of different scientific groups brought several 
alternative naming systems that were initially incomparable. First uniform 
nomenclature was proposed in 2002 by the Y Chromosome Consortium (YCC) 
(The Y Chromosome Consortium 2002). Nomenclature is constantly renewed 
and updated with novel markers (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003; Karafet et al. 
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2008; Van Oven et al. 2014). The naming approach proposed by YCC considers 
monophyletic clades (haplogroup) and assigns capital letters to major clades 
starting with “A” and moving along the alphabet. Nested sub-clades are sub-
sequently defined by a combination of numbers and lowercase letters (e.g. 
C3a). Paragroups, that are potentially paraphyletic and derived only on the 
level of basal nodes are marked with an asterisk, (C3*, called “C3 star”). Such 
unresolved paragroups may contain sub-lineages and clades, that will become 
apparent on a deeper resolution level. 
Besides YCC, International Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG) 
(https://isogg.org/tree/) is constantly revising the nomenclature by adding new 
markers. Because of the rapid accumulation of markers, haplogroup names, 
defined as amalgamations of letters and numbers, have become unnecessarily 
long and impractical, e.g. C2a1a1a1a1a (ISOGG Y-DNA tree 2019–2020, 
https://isogg.org/tree/). This problem can be overcome with another naming 
strategy offered by YCC (The Y Chromosome Consortium 2002), which 
maintains the major haplogroup information, but sub-clades are defined by the 
label of the last defining mutation (marker) e.g. C3-M217 (The Y 
Chromosome Consortium 2002). In the light of SRS and the great number of 
newly discovered mutations, this naming convention has become practical to 
implement. 
Current thesis adheres, where possible, to nomenclature suggested by 
Karmin et al. (Karmin et al. 2015). This system keeps the main principles set 
by YCC (The Y Chromosome Consortium 2002), combines these with rules 
proposed by van Oven et al. (Van Oven et al. 2014) and further simplifies the 
chrY haplogroup nomenclature by considering that alphanumeric length is 
roughly proportional to the time depth of corresponding haplogroups (Karmin 
et al. 2015). 
 
 
2.4.2. Global phylogeny of Y-chromosomal haplogroups 
Global phylogeny of chrY (Figure 2) contains 20 main hgs and several sub-
clades with oldest describing African variation followed by younger lineages 
characterising variation outside of Africa (Hallast et al. 2014; Karafet et al. 
2008; Karmin et al. 2015; Van Oven et al. 2014; Poznik et al. 2016). 
The exclusive African origin of the deepest lineages (A00, A0, A1–3, B) 
(Barbieri et al. 2016; Batini et al. 2011; Mendez et al. 2013; Scozzari et al. 
2014; Wood et al. 2005) in the phylogenetic tree supports the Out of Africa 
model (Cruciani et al. 2002; Cruciani, Trombetta, Antonelli, et al. 2011; 
Hallast et al. 2014; Poznik et al. 2016; Stringer 2002; Underhill et al. 2001). 
According to this model anatomically modern humans arose in Africa and a 
sub-group of them emerged from the continent settling the rest of the world.  
Sister-clade to hg B is CT-M168 that includes most contemporary hgs and 
splits into two sub-clades – a smaller DE-M145 and a larger CF-P143 – around 
75–76 kya (Figure 2). Recently, a novel lineage D0 was described in 3 Nigerian 
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men (Haber et al. 2019) who were formerly designated as DE* (Weale et al. 
2003). This finding also validates recent African origin because D0 is an 
outgroup to all other hg D chromosomes. Although DE sub-group E-M96 that 
bifurcates to a broader E1 and minor E2 sub-clades is generally African, it has 
in time spread out to Middle Eastern and European populations (Battaglia et 
al. 2009; Cruciani et al. 2004, 2007; Francalacci et al. 2013; King et al. 2011; 
Semino et al. 2004). While being a sister-clade of E, the very rare D0 is 
African, the main sub-clade D-M174 has a fragmented spread in East Asia, 
being constrained to a few populations (Shi et al. 2008; Thangaraj et al. 2005; 
Watanabe et al. 2019).  
Figure 2. Calibrated global Y chromosome phylogeny. 
The phylogenetic tree is based on 1,244 human chrY sequences from 1000 Genomes 
Project and more than 65,000 variants. Coloured triangles signify major clades and 
the width corresponds to the sample size. The tree is calibrated using mutation rate 
7.6x10–10 mut/base/year (Fu et al. 2014). Branch lengths are proportional to the time 
estimations and triangle heights represent coalescence times. Haplogroup names and 
defining markers are indicated on the branches. Modified from Figure 2 (Poznik et al. 
2016) with permission from Springer Nature. 
 
Hg CF-P143 encompasses the non-African variation (Figure 2) (Karmin et al. 
2015; Poznik et al. 2016). This includes a mega-haplogroup that splits to F* 
and GHIJK-M3658. Last of which includes sub-clades G-M201 and HIJK-





sub-groups: IJ-M429 and a large K-M9. Hg K-M9 comprises of sub-clades 
P1-M45 and NO1-M214 (Poznik et al. 2016). Hg P1-M45 sub-clades Q-M242 
and R-M207 split around 30–35 kya compared to ~40–44 kya for N-M23 and 
O-P186. Although hgs N and O are sister-clades, so far, the oldest detected 
split within hg O predates the oldest detected within hg N by ~10 ky. Hg IJ-
M429 diverges into sub-clades I-M170 and J-M304 ca. 40–47 kya (Poznik et 
al. 2016). Haplogroups C-M130, IJ-M429, NO1-M214 and P1-M45 are most 
important subclades in the Eurasian context. 
 
 
2.4.3. Phylogeny and phylogeography of haplogroup N and  
its sub-clades 
Paternal haplogroup N-M231 has been studied for more than 20 years. First 
hg N marker, TAT (M46), was described and genotyped at the end of 1990’s 
(Zerjal et al. 1997). From that time on the number of hg N defining markers and 
the corresponding phylogenetic resolution has increased. Phylogenetic and 
phylogeographic studies of hg N have involved both wide geographical areas 
(Derenko et al. 2007; Pakendorf et al. 2006; Rootsi et al. 2007) and smaller 
regions (Lappalainen et al. 2006; Tambets et al. 2004). Later, chrY full se-
quences have been used to update the inner-structure of hg N phylogeny and 
date the splits within it (Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2013, 2016). 
Haplogroup N is geographically widespread and covers most of North 
Eurasia (Figure 3) encompassing many linguistically and culturally different 
populations (Balanovsky et al. 2008; Chiaroni et al. 2010; Derenko et al. 2007; 
Karafet et al. 2002, 2018; Karlsson et al. 2006; Karmin et al. 2015; 
Lappalainen et al. 2006, 2008; Mirabal et al. 2009; Pakendorf et al. 2006; 
Rootsi et al. 2007; Tambets et al. 2004). Based on some aDNA evidence, it 
has been speculated that hg N arose in China as it was prevalent in its northeast 
region in the Neolithic period (Cui et al. 2013; Li et al. 2011; Shi et al. 2013). 
However, a recent aDNA study (Ning et al. 2020) about Neolithic and Post-
Neolithic northern China did not reveal any hg N in a sample set of 27 Y-
chromosomes. Therefore, the suggestion that hg N arose during the Neolithic 
in China is hardly conclusive because documented initial splits within hg N 
phylogeny occurred long before, around the Last Glacial Maximum (Karmin 
et al. 2015). In fact, one must admit that both the NO split into hgs N and O 
some 40 kya (Karmin et al. 2015), as well as early splits within hg N, remain 
obscure as a far as their phylogeography is concerned, though the “counter-
clockwise hypothesis” (Rootsi et al. 2007), is still a possibility. One may  




Figure 3. Spatial frequency maps of haplogroup N and its sub-clades N2-P43 and N3-
M46. 
Dots represent geographic locations of the samples used in the construction of the 
maps. Frequencies used in the construction of the maps can be found in the supple-
mentary of the original publication. Modified from Figure 2 (Rootsi et al. 2007) with 
permission from Springer Nature. 
 
The largest sub-clade (Figure 4) of hg N-M231 is N1’2’3-L729 that splits into 
N1’2-L666 and N3-M46 (TAT) (Karmin et al. 2015). Sub-clade N-M128 is 
very rare and can be found in minimal frequencies in Japan, Vietnam and 
Korea (Hammer et al. 2006; Inagaki et al. 2002; Rootsi et al. 2007). The sister-
clade of N-M128 is N-P43 which has a wider spread (Figure 3) and has been 
reported as the main hg around Lake Baikal in South Siberia during the 
Neolithic period (de Barros Damgaard et al. 2018). Hg N-P43 is common in 
populations inhabiting the northern parts of Siberia and reaches frequencies 
of ~90% among Nganasans, up to 75% in Tundra Nenets and around 40% in 
Forest Nenets (Rootsi et al. 2007). However, ethnically quite similar Selkups 
possess a frequency of only about 7% (Rootsi et al. 2007). Several other Uralic 
populations inhabiting the Volga-Ural region (VUR) and areas around 
southern Urals display a substantial frequency of this clade (Rootsi et al. 
2007). In addition, hg N-P43 is common in Turkic populations like Tuvans, 
Chuvashis and Khakas, and Tungusic-speaking Evens and Evenks (Derenko 
et al. 2007; Rootsi et al. 2007).  
Sub-clade N-P43 is practically missing from populations who inhabit 
north-eastern parts of Europe and Russian Far East where hg N-M46 (TAT) 
is predominant (Figure 3). Haplogroup N-M46 (TAT) has a much broader 
geographical expanse compared to other hg N sub-clades (Balanovsky et al. 
2008; Derenko et al. 2007; Fedorova et al. 2013; Karafet et al. 2018; Karlsson 
et al. 2006; Karmin et al. 2015; Lappalainen et al. 2006; Rootsi et al. 2007; 
Tambets et al. 2004, 2018) and is frequent among populations inhabiting 
north-eastern Europe (Finns, Saamis, Estonians, Latvians) (Hallast et al. 2014; 




(Maris, Mordvin, Komis, Udmurts, Chuvashes, Tatars) (Derenko et al. 2007; 
Karmin et al. 2015; Rootsi et al. 2007) and Siberia (Nenets, Dolgans) (Karafet 
et al. 2018; Rootsi et al. 2007). Hg N-M46 sub-clades are also common among 
Turkic speaking Yakuts with a frequency of over 90%, evidence of a strong 
recent bottleneck event (Derenko et al. 2007; Fedorova et al. 2013; Karafet et 
al. 2018; Pakendorf et al. 2006; Rootsi et al. 2007) and belong to a specific 
clade defined by marker M1979 (Karmin et al. 2015). Hg N-M46 can also be 
found among populations residing in Siberia (e.g. Buryats, Chukchis, Koryaks) 
(Derenko et al. 2007; Karmin et al. 2015; Rootsi et al. 2007) and Mongolia 
(Derenko et al. 2007; Karmin et al. 2015; Rootsi et al. 2007).  
Figure 4. Hg N1’2 cut-out from refined topology of haplogroup N.  
Sub-clade names in brown and defining markers in grey are indicated. Mutation 
counts are shown in blue. Grey dashed lines show known branches with no sequences 
available in the original publication or low coverage data. Modified from Figure S29 
(Karmin et al. 2015). Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-
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2.4.4. Phylogeography of haplogroup C 
Paternal haplogroup C-M130 is one of the main and most extensive hgs in Asia 
with a wide distribution area extending from the eastern to the central parts of 
the continent and reaching also Europe (Figure 5) (Bergström et al. 2016; 
Chiaroni et al. 2010; Gayden et al. 2007; Hammer et al. 2006; Huang, Wei, et 
al. 2018; Hudjashov et al. 2018; Karmin et al. 2015; Katoh et al. 2005; Kayser 
et al. 2003, 2006; Lell et al. 2002; Malyarchuk et al. 2010, 2016; Poznik et al. 
2016; Sengupta et al. 2006; Wei, Yan, et al. 2018; Xue et al. 2006; Zhong et 
al. 2010, 2011).  
 
Figure 5. Frequency distribution map of Y-chromosomal haplogroup C. 
Modified from Figure 2 (Chiaroni et al. 2010) with permission from PNAS. 
 
Haplogroup C-M130 has two big clusters C1’7-K29 and C3-M217 (naming 
according to Karmin et al. 2015) (Figure 6) that divided around 50–52 kya 
(Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016). Sub-lineage C-M8 is scarce and 
appears to be only present in Japan (Hammer et al. 2006; Karmin et al. 2015; 
Malyarchuk et al. 2010; Poznik et al. 2016; Zhong et al. 2010). Compared to 
C-M8 its sister-clade C2’7-K30 (Karmin et al. 2015) has a wide spread with 
sub-clade C-M38 covering Indonesia, New Guinea, Melanesia and Polynesia 
(Hudjashov et al. 2018; Karmin et al. 2015; Kayser et al. 2003, 2006; 
Malyarchuk et al. 2010; Zhong et al. 2010). Sub-lineage C-M347 is exclusive 
to Aboriginal Australian males with frequency of >40% (Bergström et al. 
2016), while clade C-M356 is scarcely spread in South Asian populations 
(Gayden et al. 2007; Sengupta et al. 2006; Zhong et al. 2010). Recently two 
new hg C sub-clades C7-B65 and C9-B68 were reported in populations from 
Maritime Southeast Asia (Karmin et al. 2015). 
Haplogroup C3-M217 is the largest C-M130 sub-clade that has spread to 
many populations residing in a geographically extensive region from North 
Asia to the Americas (Balaresque et al. 2015; Hammer et al. 2006; Karafet et 
al. 2002; Katoh et al. 2005; Lell et al. 2002; Malyarchuk et al. 2010; Sengupta 
et al. 2006; Xue et al. 2006; Zhong et al. 2010). Hg C3-M217 is a significant 
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haplogroup in South Siberian and Far East populations (Karafet et al. 2002; 
Lell et al. 2002). For example, sub-clade C3-M407 is quite abundant among 
Mongolic speaking Buryats (Huang, Wei, et al. 2018; Malyarchuk et al. 2010, 
2016), and C3-M48 (sub-clade C3-M77) can be found in Tungusic-speaking 
Evens and Evenks (Karmin et al. 2015; Lell et al. 2002; Malyarchuk et al. 
2010) inhabiting northern and eastern parts of Siberia and Russian Far East. 
 
Figure 6. Hg C3 cut-out of refined topology of haplogroup C.  
Sub-clade names in brown and defining markers in grey are indicated. Mutation 
counts are shown in blue. Grey dashed lines show known branches with no sequences 
available in the original publication or low coverage data. Modified from Figure S20 
(Karmin et al. 2015). Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-
national License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), © 2015 Karmin et al. 
 
Hg C3-M217 is also one of the main chrY lineages next to hg O-M175 in East 
Asia, having the highest frequency in Mongolia averaging around 60% 
(Huang, Wei, et al. 2018; Katoh et al. 2005; Malyarchuk et al. 2010, 2016; 
Wei, Yan, et al. 2018; Xue et al. 2006; Yamamoto et al. 2013). Furthermore, 
aDNA studies of ancient nomadic tribes from the region suggested that C3-
L1373 and its sub-clade C3-B78 (F3830, F3889) were important lineages 
among Donghu nomads (ancestors of contemporary Mongolians) who inhab-
ited parts of Northeast China around 1600–200 BC (Li et al. 2018; Zhang et 
al. 2018). 
Importantly, C3-M217 (name according to Karmin et al. 2015) reaches 8% 
frequency among populations inhabiting Central Asia (Abilev et al. 2012; 
Dulik et al. 2011; Malyarchuk et al. 2010; Wei, Yan, et al. 2018; Wells et al. 
2001; Zerjal et al. 2003). It is common in Kazakhstan (Wei, Yan, et al. 2018; 
Wells et al. 2001) especially among the Kereys clan with a frequency of about 
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Kazakhs living in the Altaian Mountains have a lower frequency of hg C3 
averaging to ~40% (Dulik et al. 2011; Malyarchuk et al. 2010). Sub-clades of 
C3-M217 are also modestly present among some European populations 
(Huang, Wei, et al. 2018; Malyarchuk et al. 2010; Wei, Yan, et al. 2018). 
A well-known hypothesis related to hg C3 has been proposed by Zerjal et 
al. (2003) linking it to Genghis Khan and his male descendants, attributing its 
spread alongside the Mongol Empire expansions. More precisely, the evidence 
came from studying STR profiles of hg C3*(xC3c) in numerous Central and 
Inner Asian populations in a search of star-like, i.e. relatively recent clusters, 
coalescing within the last millennium. One such cluster (see e.g. Figs 1 and 2 
in Zerjal et al. (2003)) that coalesces about 1000 years ago, while aspects of 
its phylogeography, like abundance not only among Mongols but also Hazara 
living predominantly in Afghanistan and claiming their patrilineal descent 
from one of the Genghis Khan “generals”, who presumably belonged to the 
same clan as the famous khan. However, there is no exact evidence to the 
claim and several studies have expressed caution towards the notion of Genghis 
Khan (clan) as the sole source of the clade under discussion (Abilev et al. 
2012; Batbayar and Sabitov 2012; Dulik et al. 2011; Malyarchuk et al. 2010; 
Wei, Yan, et al. 2018; Zakharov 2010; Zhang et al. 2018). In more general 
terms, it awoke an interesting quantitative discussion whether cultural trans-
mission of reproductive success (Genghis Khan and alike, see e.g. (Balaresque 
et al. 2015)) is the only possible explanation for such phenomena – widely 
spread recent star-like STR modal haplotype clusters. It was shown (Guillot 
and Cox 2015) by coalescent simulation that high frequency haplotypes can 
appear just by chance. In short, though cultural transmission of reproductive 
success is of course possible, it is not “statistically needed”.  
 
    
2.4.5. Dispersal of other paternal haplogroups in Northern and 
Central Eurasia 
In addition to previously mentioned extensive hgs C and N, there are several 
other lineages with varying frequencies present among the diverse populations 
that inhabit northern and central regions of Eurasia. Most widespread hgs 
include hgs O, R1, I1 and I2, while hgs Q, G and J2 are less common in the 
mentioned area and exhibit a more localized spread pattern  
Haplogroup O-M175, the sister-clade to N-M231, and its sub-cades are 
most common in Southeast Asia (Cai et al. 2011; Chiaroni et al. 2010; Karmin 
et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016; Su et al. 1999; Wang and Li 2013; Wei et al. 
2017; Zhong et al. 2011) and Melanesia in populations from Solomon Islands, 
Fiji, Moluccas (Maluku Islands) and Papua New Guinea (Chiaroni et al. 2010; 
Cox and Lahr 2006; Delfin et al. 2012; Kayser et al. 2003, 2006; van Oven et 
al. 2014). However, it also extends to Mongolia and somewhat to Kazakhstan 
where frequencies are between 5–10% (Katoh et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2013; 
Wang and Li 2013; Wells et al. 2001). The phylogeny of hg O is quite complex 
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with 2 major sub-clades (O1’2-F190 and O3’7-M122) that branch off to 
several smaller and larger sub-lineages (Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016). 
While O1-M119, O2-M95 and O3’7-M122 (names according to Karmin et al. 
2015) are frequent in Southeast Asia and Polynesia (Cai et al. 2011; Hudjashov 
et al. 2018; Su et al. 1999; Trejaut et al. 2014; Wei et al. 2017), the only hg O 
sub-clade present Mainland Southeast Asia Eurasia is O-M122 that is the most 
common sub-lineage in China (Shi et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2013; Wang and 
Li 2013; Wells et al. 2001). 
Haplogroup Q sub-clade Q1-L330 is quite widespread in several North 
Eurasian populations (Grugni et al. 2019; Karmin et al. 2015; Pinotti et al. 
2019; Wei, Wang, et al. 2018). Hg Q-P36/M242 (Q1-L330, (according to 
Karmin et al. 2015) is especially frequent in some Siberian ethnic groups like 
Kets (>95%) and Selkups (>66%) (Karafet et al. 2002). This lineage is also 
substantial in Mongolian populations (Battaglia et al. 2013; Grugni et al. 
2019). Haplogroup Q2-F1096 (according to Karmin et al., 2015) and its sub-
lineages (M120, M25, B143) are present in Northeast Siberia, Western Eurasia, 
Central Asia and Mongolia (Balanovsky et al. 2017; Battaglia et al. 2013; 
Karafet et al. 2018; Karmin et al. 2015). Furthermore, hg Q can also be found 
in different populations from the Altai region. Recently, phylogeny of Q3-L275 
was resolved with sub-lineages detected in some European (Balanovsky et al. 
2017; Grugni et al. 2019; Huang, Pamjav, et al. 2018) as well as North and 
Central Asian populations (Balanovsky et al. 2017; Huang, Pamjav, et al. 2018). 
Q-M242 is also a major Native American haplogroup. Sub-lineage Q1a-M3 is 
almost entirely constrained to the Americas (Battaglia et al. 2013; Grugni et 
al. 2019; Karafet et al. 2008; Lell et al. 2002; Pinotti et al. 2019; Wei, Wang, 
et al. 2018; Zegura et al. 2004). 
Hg Q sister-clade R-M207 and especially its sub-clade R1-M173 is one of 
the main and most widespread haplogroups in Eurasia (Balaresque et al. 2010; 
Battaglia et al. 2009; Busby et al. 2012; Kushniarevich et al. 2015; Myres et 
al. 2011; Semino et al. 2000; Underhill et al. 2010, 2015). Haplogroup R1 
contains two large sub-clades: R1a-M420 and R1b-M343 (names according 
to Karmin et al. 2015) (Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016). Hg R1a-M420 
(naming according to Karmin et al. 2015) is mostly found in Central/Eastern 
Europe (Battaglia et al. 2009; Kayser et al. 2005; Kushniarevich et al. 2015; 
Underhill et al. 2010, 2015) with offshoots to Central Asia, South Siberia and 
Caucasus (Balanovsky et al. 2011; Kushniarevich et al. 2015; Underhill et al. 
2010, 2015; Yunusbayev et al. 2012). Two major R1a sub-clades, R1a1-Z283 
(Z282, name according to Underhill et al., 2015) and R1a2-Z93, display 
separate geographical distributions (Figure 7) (Underhill et al. 2015). Fre-
quencies of hg R1a1 sub-clades exceed 30% in Eastern and Central European 
populations (Kushniarevich et al. 2015; Rȩbała et al. 2013; Underhill et al. 
2010, 2015). These sub-lineages of R1a1 can also be found among VUR 
populations (Underhill et al. 2015). Hg R1a2-Z93 can generally be found in 
Central and South Asia as well as South Siberia especially in the Altai region 
(Underhill et al. 2015). Hg R1b-M269 (R1b-M343 according to Karmin et al. 
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2015), however, is mostly found in Western and Southern Europe (Balaresque 
et al. 2010; Batini et al. 2015; Busby et al. 2012; Cruciani, Trombetta, 
Antonelli, et al. 2011; Gonçalves et al. 2006; Larmuseau et al. 2014; Myres et 
al. 2011; Zalloua et al. 2008). Occurrence of R1b diminishes towards Eastern 
Europe and the Balkans (Batini et al. 2015; Myres et al. 2011). 
Figure 7. Spatial frequency maps of R1a sub-clades R1a1-Z282 and R1a2-Z93. 
Dots represent sampling points. Modified from Figures 2 and 3 (Underhill et al. 2015) 
with permission from Springer Nature. 
 
Another extensive clade in North and Central Eurasia is IJ-M429 that splits to 
I-M170 and J-M304 (Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2016). These sister-
clades mostly display separate geographic distributions with some exceptions 
(Chiaroni et al. 2010; Rootsi et al. 2004; Semino et al. 2004; Underhill et al. 
2007). Sub-clade I-M170 is generally constrained to Europe, making up 
around 18–20% of the paternal lineages in the region (Figure 7) (Alvarez et 
al. 2014; Barać et al. 2003; Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; Fechner et 
al. 2008; Gonçalves et al. 2006; Lappalainen et al. 2006; Passarino et al. 2002; 
Rootsi et al. 2004; Semino et al. 2000; Underhill et al. 2007). It has two 
noticeable frequency peaks. One in Northern Europe (Scandinavia) where 
sub-clade I1-M253 is frequent (Lappalainen et al. 2006; Rootsi et al. 2004; 
Underhill et al. 2007), and the other in West Balkans (Dinaric Alps) where 
I2a-M423 is commonplace (Battaglia et al. 2009; Underhill et al. 2007). In 
some parts of Eastern and Central the geographic distribution areas of I1a and 
I2a overlap (Underhill et al. 2007). 
Haplogroup J-M304 is mostly restricted to Southern Europe, Near East and 
Northern Africa with off-shoots to South Asia (Al-Zahery et al. 2003, 2011; 
Chiaroni et al. 2010; Finocchio et al. 2018; Kivisild et al. 2003; Manco et al. 
2018; Semino et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2016). In the phylogeny of hg J there 
are two main sub-clades: J1-M267 and J2-M172 (Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik 
et al. 2016). Sub-clade J1-M267 is very sporadic in Europe with minor 
presence mostly in southern parts (Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; 
Manco et al. 2018; Semino et al. 2004). Its sister-clade J2-M172 is prevalent 
within Europe especially in the southern European and Balkan populations 
(Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; Di Giacomo et al. 2004; Manco et al. 
2018; Semino et al. 2004; Zalloua et al. 2008). In some instances, the 
frequencies can reach over 20%, however, they drop dramatically towards 
Z282 all Z93 all
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Central and Northern Europe (Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009). Other 
regions where hg J2 is rather abundant include the Caucasus, Turkey and Near 
East (Balanovsky et al. 2011; Di Giacomo et al. 2004; Hovhannisyan et al. 2014; 
King et al. 2011; Nasidze et al. 2003, 2009; Semino et al. 2004; Yunusbayev et 
al. 2012; Zalloua et al. 2008). 
 
Figure 8. Frequency distribution map of haplogroup I-M170.  
Frequencies used in the construction can be found in the original publication. 
Modified from Figure 1 (Rootsi et al. 2004) with permission from Elsevier. 
 
 
Hg G-M201 has a constrained distribution covering mostly the Caucasus, Near/ 
Middle East and Southern Europe (Balanovsky et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 
2009; Capelli et al. 2007; Chiaroni et al. 2010; Cristofaro et al. 2018; Hernández 
et al. 2019; Rootsi et al. 2012; Voskarides et al. 2016; Yunusbayev et al. 2012). 
G-M201 splits into two sub-clades: G1-M285 and G2-P287 (Balanovsky et 
al. 2015; Behar et al. 2017; Hallast et al. 2014; Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et 
al. 2016). Sub-branch G1-M285 is scattered over a large region and can be 
found in higher frequencies among populations of Southwest and Central Asia 
(Balanovsky et al. 2015). The sister-clade G2-P287 (P15) is more common 
compared to G1, and most widespread in the Caucasus where it averages 
around 8–12% (Balanovsky et al. 2011; Rootsi et al. 2012; Yunusbayev et al. 
2012). In Europe G2 can be found in southern regions like Corsica and 








2.5. Two exceptional populations in Europe 
2.5.1. Hungarians – a Uralic-speaking population in Central Europe 
2.5.1.1. General information and history 
Europe today is mostly inhabited by people speaking Indo-European languages. 
However, Hungarians who reside in Central Europe, speak a Uralic language. 
The geographically nearest members of the same linguistic family live in 
north-eastern Europe (Finns and Estonians) and closest linguistic relatives, 
with whom the Hungarians belong to the Ugric branch of the Uralic languages, 
are West Siberian Khanties and Mansis (Figure 9). With a population size of 
around 13 million (https://www.ethnologue.com), Hungarians are the largest 
population natively speaking a Uralic language. For a long period of time the 
Hungarian language was strongly influenced by several Turkic languages with 
first contacts thought to have taken place about 1500 years ago (Róna-Tas and 
Árpád 2011). 
Figure 9. Geographic spread of Uralic-speaking populations.   
Reprinted from Figure 1A (Tambets et al. 2018). Licensed under the Creative Com-
mons Attribution 4.0 International License  
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 
 
How exactly a population in Central Europe has come to speak a language that 
is so distinct from the neighbouring Indo-European populations is hard to pin-
point. The history of the Carpathian Basin, especially in the Middle Ages, is 
extremely complex involving multiple migrations from the Eurasian Steppe 
by several different groups in a short period of time (Csáky et al. 2020; Fóthi 
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2000; Fóthi et al. 2020; Neparáczki et al. 2019; Róna-Tas 1999; Türk 2012). 
Around 400–450 AD the Carpathian Basin was mostly under the control of 
the nomadic Huns who were defeated by an Eastern Germanic group the 
Gepids (Neparáczki et al. 2019). In the year 568 AD, the Avars established an 
empire that occupied a large area from the Carpathian Basin to the Pontic-
Caspian Steppes (Csáky et al. 2020; Neparáczki et al. 2019). Although by the 
beginning of the 9th century the Empire ceased to exist (Csáky et al. 2020; 
Neparáczki et al. 2019), the Avar population still survived and were unified 
with the subsequent Hungarian state (Neparáczki et al. 2019). First Hungarians, 
also known as the Conquerors, reportedly arrived in the Carpathian Basin 
around 860–870 AD as sporadic evidence of it can be found in the area 
(Boldog et al. 2015; Neparáczki et al. 2019). In 895 AD the Conquerors 
occupied the Carpathian Basin and by 907 AD established a permanent rule 
in the entire region (Boldog et al. 2015; Fóthi et al. 2020; Türk 2012).  
The Uralic languages cover an extensive area of North Eurasia. Generally, 
it is accepted that the homeland of the Uralic linguistic family was either the 
Volga-Ural region (Koivulehto 2001), or further in Siberia (Janhunen 2009). 
The Hungarian Conquerors are thought to be the putative ancestors of con-
temporary Hungarians. It has been suggested that the conquerors included 
people from several tribes and some of them were of Ugric descent (Fóthi et 
al. 2020). However, linguistic affiliations and genetics may differ. Ideed, there 
are many different opinions about the possible territories from where the ancient 
Hungarians may have originated (see, e.g., Fórhi et al 2020). One of them 
being West Siberia/Southern Urals. Among the others are Altai Mountains and 
Black-Sea/Northern Caucasus. Contemporary archaeological finds from the 
southern Ural region and around Dnieper river in Ukraine indicate that the 
migration of the Conquerors was fast (Boldog et al. 2015). In addition, the 
sites of the Chiyalikskaya culture contain archaeological finds that point to 
Hungarian ancestors living in the Ural region up to the 13th century (Fodor 
1977; Garustovic 1988; Kazakov 1986; Klíma 2016; Türk et al. 2015). First 
universally accepted cultures, located to the west of the Urals and connected 
with the early Hungarian migration route, are Kushnarenkovo (6th‒8th cen-
turies CE) (Fodor 2015; Ivanov et al. 2009; Kazakov 1981; Sedov 1987) and 
Karayakupovo cultures (9th‒10th centuries CE) (Akbulatov 1988; Fodor 2015; 
Matveeva 2007). Archaeological sites connected with these cultures can 
mainly be found in present-day Bashkortostan, Tatarstan and the Chelyabinsk 
area of the Trans-Ural region (Boldog et al. 2015; Türk 2012). Furthermore, 
early chronicles mention the easterly homeland of Hungarians called Magna 








2.5.1.2. Genetics and paternal gene pool of contemporary  
Hungarians 
The gene pool of present-day Hungarians is almost indistinguishable from their 
Indo-European speaking geographical neighbours. The autosomal genetic 
diversity in all Uralic-speaking populations is mostly influenced by geographic 
proximity and in contrast to most other Uralic speakers, Hungarians do not 
share their common ancestral Siberian autosomal component (Tambets et al. 
2018). In addition, geographically distant Uralic linguistic relatives share more 
Identical by Descent (IBD) segments with each other than with equally distant 
populations speaking other, non-Uralic, languages. However, Hungarians do 
not have excess IBD sharing with Uralic speakers from VUR or Siberia. 
Furthermore, they form genetic clusters with their non-Uralic geographic 
neighbours instead of linguistic relatives (Tambets et al. 2018). This means 
that the recent genetic ancestry of Hungarians has strongly been influenced by 




Similarly to autosomal (Tambets et al. 2018) and mtDNA data (Egyed et al. 
2007), the composition of paternal gene pool of the contemporary Hungarians 
is similar to neighbouring Central European populations with most common 
hgs being R1-M173, I-M170, E2-M215 and J2-M172 (names according to 
Karmin et al., 2015) (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; 
Völgyi et al. 2009) 
Haplogroup R1 sub-clades R1a-M420 and R1b-M343 (hg names according 
to Karmin et al. 2015) are both abundant. However, hg R1a is somewhat more 
common with a frequency over 20% while hg R1b mostly remains ~15–18% 
(Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; 
Myres et al. 2011; Pamjav et al. 2012; Underhill et al. 2015; Völgyi et al. 
2009).  
Hungarian hg I-M170 chrYs belong to both I1-M253 (I1a-Z58 in Karmin 
et al. 2015) and I2a-M423 sub-clades. On account of geographic closeness to 
the Balkans, I2a is more abundant than I1 (5–8%) with a frequency ~16–19% 
(Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; 
Rootsi et al. 2004; Underhill and Kivisild 2007; Völgyi et al. 2009).  
As previously mentioned, haplogroup E has expanded to Southern and 
Central European populations including Hungarians. The most common hg 
E2-M215 sub-clade is E2a1-V13 (name according to Karmin et al., 2015) with 
a frequency ~10% (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; 
Völgyi et al. 2009).  
Haplogroup J-M304 is also quite frequent in the paternal gene pool of 
Hungarians (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; Völgyi 
et al. 2009). Although both J1-M267 and J2-M172 have been detected, hg J2 
is more abundant with a frequency of ~5–6% (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 
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2008; Völgyi et al. 2009). This can be explained with the proximity to the 
Balkans where hg J2 is widespread (Batini et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2009; 
Semino et al. 2004; Zalloua et al. 2008). 
Besides the major haplogroups that comprise ~80% of the Hungarian 
paternal gene pool, several rare hgs have been detected. These haplogroups 
are H1a-M52 (M82), G2a-P15,N3-M46 and Q-M242 (names according to 
Karmin et al., 2015) (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; 
Völgyi et al. 2009). Haplogroup N3-M46, that is extremely common among 
Uralic speakers, is rare (~1–2%) among Hungarians (Bíró et al. 2015; Csányi 
et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; Rootsi et al. 2007; Völgyi et al. 2009). In one 
sub-population (Bodrogköz) sub-clades N3a3-VL29 and N3a4-Z1936 (names 
according to Karmin et al. 2015) have frequencies of ~4% and ~1%, respect-
ively (Pamjav et al. 2017). The presence of hg N3a3 can be connected to geo-
graphy as Carpathian Basin is in the southern spread border of the sub-clade. 
However, the same is not true for hg N3a4, that is common among populations 
in the VUR, Siberia and Northeast Europe (Derenko et al. 2007; Rootsi et al. 
2007; Tambets et al. 2004) with a sharp drop in frequency towards southern 
populations.  
Around 2–5% of Hungarians carry the same hg H sub-clade, H1-M82 
(Pamjav et al. 2017; Völgyi et al. 2009), as European Roma (Gusmão et al. 
2008; Klarić et al. 2009; Sengupta et al. 2006). Haplogroup G2, that is common 
in the Caucasus (Balanovsky et al. 2011; Yunusbayev et al. 2012) and also 
present around the Mediterranean (Battaglia et al. 2009; Cristofaro et al. 2018; 
Hernández et al. 2019; Karafet et al. 2005; Rootsi et al. 2012; Voskarides et 
al. 2016), has a marginal occurrence in the Hungarian gene pool represented 
by the sub-clade G2a-P15 (name according to Karmin et al., 2015) (Bíró et al. 
2015; Csányi et al. 2008; Pamjav et al. 2017; Völgyi et al. 2009). Compared 
to other minor hgs, the spread of hg Q-M242, specific to some populations in 
Western Siberia and the Altai region (Dulik et al. 2012; Huang, Pamjav, et al. 
2018; Karafet et al. 2002; Malyarchuk et al. 2011), is patchy with a frequency 
below 1% (Bíró et al. 2015; Pamjav et al. 2017) 
 
 
2.5.2. Kalmyks – the only Mongolic-speaking population of  
south-eastern European Plain 
2.5.2.1. General information and history 
Kalmyks are the only geographically European population who speaks a Mon-
golic language, more specifically an Oirat dialect (language) and practices 
Buddhism. Linguistically Kalmyks are in the Mongolic sub-branch of Altaic 
languages with Mongols and Buryats (Galushkin et al. 2001; Janhunen 2006; 
Katzner 1986). Kalmyks inhabit the south-eastern part of the European Plain 
in Russia, residing in the steppes of the Caspian-Lower Volga River basin 
(Galushkin et al. 2001; Malyarchuk et al. 2013; Nasidze et al. 2005; Roewer 
et al. 2007). Size of the population in the Russian Federation varies according 
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different sources from 160,000 to 180,000 ethnic speakers (https://www. 
ethnologue.com, https://www.gks.ru). Historical evidence state that the pre-
decessors of Kalmyks were Oirat-speaking groups. These tribes led a nomadic 
lifestyle and migrated from western parts of Mongolia to Eastern Europe around 
400 years ago where they have been in virtual political, geographic and also 
genetic isolation ever since (Ashilova 1976; Birtalan 2012; Bougdaeva and 
Isaacs 2018; Galushkin et al. 2001; Khomyakova and Balinova 2017; 
Malyarchuk et al. 2013; Nasidze et al. 2005; Roewer et al. 2007). 
In the Mongol Empire (13th–14th centuries) Oirat rulers often married into 
the Genghis Khan dynasty, which enabled them to retain the tribal structure 
(Juvaini 1997). In the 13th century the Durben-Oirat alliance was founded bet-
ween four Oirat tribes (Torgut, Derbet, Khoshut and Khoit) (Galushkin et al. 
2001; Malyarchuk et al. 2013). In the 17th century Torguts and Derbets 
migrated to the banks of the Volga River in south-eastern European Plain 
(Galushkin et al. 2001; Malyarchuk et al. 2013; Roewer et al. 2007). The main 
reason for the relocation was thought to have been the discontent with the 
centralisation of power and shortage of pasture lands in their homeland 
(Galushkin et al. 2001; Nasidze et al. 2005). Later these groups founded the 
Kalmyk Khanate in the lower Volga and became the ethnic group Kalmyks 
(Galushkin et al. 2001; Nasidze et al. 2005; Roewer et al. 2007). The Kalmyks 
maintained their nomadic lifestyle for almost 200 years but accepted agri-
culture by the end of 19th century (Galushkin et al. 2001; Roewer et al. 2007). 
Nowadays there are several indigenous groups who speak Oirat dialects 
and inhabit a wide area of Western Mongolia and Xinjiang Uygur Autono-
mous Region in China. These groups include Derbet, Torgut, Khoshut, Olot, 
Dzungar, Bayad, Zakhchin, Khoton, Myangad and Buzava. In the Russian 
Federation ethnic Oirat speakers comprise of Torguts, Derbets, Buzavas and 
a small group of Khoshuts who have retained their ethnic tribal names 
(Galushkin et al. 2001). One population also of Oirat origin is the Kalmaks who 
live in small groups along the migration routes of the Oirats. The largest group 
of the Kalmaks is Sart-Kalmaks who reside in Kyrgystan (Balinova 2015).  
 
 
2.5.2.2. Y-chromosomal gene pool of the Kalmyk population 
Genetic studies including chrY research involving the Kalmyk population 
have been rather limited, hindered by low resolution and small sample sizes 
(Derenko et al. 2006; Dulik et al. 2012; Galushkin et al. 2001; Malyarchuk et 
al. 2013; Nasidze et al. 2005; Roewer et al. 2007). However, it has been shown 
that the chrY haplogroup variation between different Kalmyk ethnic groups is 
well visible (Malyarchuk et al. 2013).  
The predominant hg in the Kalmyk population is C3-M217 which, along 
with its sub-clades, makes up well over 50% of their paternal gene pool 
(Malyarchuk et al. 2013; Nasidze et al. 2005). The high frequency connects 
Kalmyks with different sub-groups of Mongols from Mongolia and Mongolic 
Buryats of South Siberia (Katoh et al. 2005; Malyarchuk et al. 2010, 2016; 
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Yamamoto et al. 2013; Zhong et al. 2010). Ethnic Kalmyk sub-groups such as 
Torguts, Derbets, Khoshuts and Buzawas have high frequency (~40%) of sub-
clade C3c1-M77 (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). Another hg C3 subclade – C3f1-
M407 (according to Karmin et al. 2015) is significantly less abundant and 
present among Derbets, Torguts and Buzawas (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). Both 
sub-clades occur among Mongols and Buryats with hg C3f1-M407 also 
present in Evens and Evenks (Karmin et al. 2015; Malyarchuk et al. 2010; 
Zhong et al. 2010).  
The other hgs among different Kalmyk groups are N3-M46, O2-P31, O3-
M122 and R2a-M124 (names according to Karmin et al. 2015). These 
constitute ~30% of their paternal gene pool. Intriguingly, hg N1c-TAT (N3-
M46, according to Karmin et al. has a significant frequency (almost 40%) 
among Khoshuts while in other groups the occurrence is considerably lower 
(~5% in Derbets, ~2% in Torguts) (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). Hg N3-M46 is 
abundant among north-eastern European, VUR as well as several Siberian 
populations including Buryats, and can also be found in Mongolian population 
(Derenko et al. 2007; Rootsi et al. 2007).  
Similar is the case with hg O3-M122 that among the Khoshuts reaches a 
frequency of about 17% but among the Derbets and Torguts stays below 6% 
(Malyarchuk et al. 2013). Haplogroup O3 is the main hg in East Asia but its 
frequency in Mongolia is considerably lower than in other Asian populations 
(Katoh et al. 2005; Su et al. 1999; Wang and Li 2013; Wei et al. 2017; Yan et 
al. 2011, 2014). Another hg O-M175 sub-clade O2-P31 is copious only among 
the Torguts with a frequency of ~13% (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). South Asian 
hg R2-M124 (Kivisild et al. 2003; Sengupta et al. 2006) is quite plentiful 
(~15%) in Derbets with low frequencies (<1%) in Khoshuts and Torguts 
(Malyarchuk et al. 2013).  
Marginal haplogroups, that have been detected in Derbets and Torguts, 
include hgs D-M174, J1-M267 and J2a-M410 (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). 
Different J hgs may be present in their gene pool due to the geographic spread 
pattern as J can be found in the Caucasus and Near East where this hg is 
abundant (Al-Zahery et al. 2011; Balanovsky et al. 2011; Nasidze et al. 2003; 
Semino et al. 2004; Yunusbayev et al. 2012). Additionally, several hg Q sub-
clades like Q1a1-M120, Q1a2-M25 and Q1a3-M346 (Q2c-M120, Q2a-M25, 
Q1-M346 according to Karmin et al. 2015) are also present in the ethnic sub-
groups of Kalmyks. Hg Q1a3 is similarly to hgs D, J1 and J2 found among the 
Derbets and Torguts. Hg Q1a2-M25 occurs only in Khoshuts and Q1a1-M120 
only in Derbets (Malyarchuk et al. 2013). These Q sub-lineages may have 
come to the Kalmyk gene pool from the Altai region or South Siberia where 
this hg is common and where Mongolic ethnic groups have lived throughout 
history (Battaglia et al. 2013; Dulik et al. 2012; Malyarchuk et al. 2011). 
Furthermore, hg N1b-P43 (N2a1-P43, according to Karmin et al. 2015) has a 
low frequency (<2%) among all the Kalmyk sub-groups (Malyarchuk et al. 
2013). Hg R1-M173 and its subclades exhibit a similar pattern of minor 
frequencies below 4% in the Kalmyk groups (Malyarchuk et al. 2013).  
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2.6. Ancient Y-DNA research  
The DNA of historic and pre-historic individuals or ancient DNA (aDNA) 
provides the opportunity to garner genetic information about the specific 
periods and regions where the samples were collected from. The development 
of Next Generation Sequencing technologies (Margulies et al. 2005) (NGS) 
has transformed aDNA research which now uses whole genomes of ancient 
individuals to characterise genetic variation. NGS allows the sequencing of 
short DNA fragments (Margulies et al. 2005) which is beneficial in the case 
of aDNA as it degrades over time (Orlando et al. 2015; Pääbo 1989). Radio-
carbon dating of ancient samples adds a specific time point. Along with 
archaeological background data, it is possible to describe the demographic 
processes that affect the genetic structure of populations and the formation of 
their gene pool on a temporal scale. 
Although aDNA is a very beneficial tool in population genetics, it has quite 
a few challenges such as post-mortem damage, low content of endogenous 
DNA, and the limited amount of material available. Furthermore, due to the 
degraded nature of aDNA, it is important to avoid modern day contamination 
by working in clean-labs and wearing protective suits (Knapp et al. 2012; 
Orlando et al. 2015).  
Ancient Y-DNA studies have improved our knowledge of the past paternal 
variation. Although sequencing ancient chrY and getting adequate coverage 
can be challenging, MSY sequences of ancient individuals have provided 
insight into the history of chrY variation. For example, ancient Y-DNA 
sequences of dated human remains can be used to see if they are consistent 
with conclusions made from phylogenetic trees built using modern data. 
Additionally, ancient Y-DNA may also shed light on clades that have gone 




2.6.1. Overview of ancient Y chromosome studies in Europe 
The formation of European paternal gene pool has been extensively charac-
terised by many ancient DNA studies (Allentoft et al. 2015; Brandt et al. 2015; 
Fernandes et al. 2018; Fu et al. 2015, 2016; Gamba et al. 2014; González-
Fortes et al. 2017; Günther et al. 2015, 2018; Haak et al. 2015, 2010; 
Hofmanová et al. 2016; Järve et al. 2019; Jones et al. 2015; Keller et al. 2012; 
Krzewińska et al. 2018; Lacan et al. 2011; Lamnidis et al. 2018; Lazaridis et 
al. 2014, 2016; Lee et al. 2012; Lipson et al. 2017; Martiniano et al. 2017; 
Mathieson et al. 2015, 2018; Mittnik et al. 2018; Neparáczki et al. 2017, 2019; 
Olalde et al. 2014, 2018; Omrak et al. 2016; Pereira et al. 2017; Saag et al. 
2017, 2019; Sánchez-Quinto et al. 2019; Seguin-Orlando et al. 2014; Sikora 
et al. 2014, 2017; Szécsényi-Nagy et al. 2015).  
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Anatomically modern humans populated Europe around 45 kya (Benazzi 
et al. 2011; Kivisild 2017; Lazaridis 2018) and spread over the whole continent 
during the Upper Palaeolithic (Fu et al. 2016; Kivisild 2017; Lazaridis 2018). 
Some of the earliest samples dated to 30–40 kya were found from several sites 
in Romania (Fu et al. 2015, 2016; Trinkaus et al. 2003). Two male individuals 
from these locations belonged to hgs F (Fu et al. 2015) and DT (Fu et al. 2016). 
Additionally, ancient individuals were uncovered from burial sites on the 
northern slope of the Pavlovské Hills in Czech Republic dated to 30–31 kya 
(Fu et al. 2016). One of these males was derived for hg C1a2 and other two 
were assigned to branches leading to hgs CT and BT (Fu et al. 2016). 
During the Mesolithic, hunter-gatherers (HG) were dominant in Europe. A 
14 ky-old male from one of the earliest sites in Italy was assigned to hg R1b 
(Fu et al. 2016). Mesolithic HG males from the Iron Gates gorge in Romania 
and Serbia were dated to ~9–11 kya and carried chrY hgs R and I with most 
prominent sub-lineages being R1b and I2a (González-Fortes et al. 2017; 
Mathieson et al. 2018). Individuals from German sites (~15–16 ky) were also 
derived from different I-M170 sub-clades (Fu et al. 2016; Mathieson et al. 
2018). Hunter-gatherers from the Baltics carried R1a and I haplogroups 
(Mittnik et al. 2018; Saag et al. 2017). One HG individual from Estonia 
belonged to sub-lineage R1a5 (Saag et al. 2017) – a deep R1a subclade that is 
currently extremely rare (R-YP1276 according to YFull YTree v8.01.00, 
https://www.yfull.com/). Additionally, two Latvian HG were assigned to 
hg R1b sub-clades (Jones et al. 2017). 
The Neolithic era brought to Europe a population turnover as HG were 
largely replaced by agriculturalists from Anatolia (Behar et al. 2017; 
Bollongino et al. 2013; Bramanti et al. 2009; Fernandes et al. 2018; Gamba et 
al. 2014; Günther et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2010, 2015; Hofmanová et al. 2016; 
Kivisild 2017; Lazaridis 2018; Lazaridis et al. 2014; Lipson et al. 2017; 
Mathieson et al. 2015, 2018; Mittnik et al. 2018; Skoglund et al. 2012). First 
farmers from different Greek locations have been assigned to hg G2a which 
has not been detected in populations inhabiting Europe before agriculturalists 
(Bollongino et al. 2013). Hg G2a has also been detected among ancient farmers 
from Central European sites in present-day Germany and Austria (Haak et al. 
2010, 2015; Lipson et al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 2015, 2018). Hg G2a is 
present in agriculturalists from sites in modern Romania, Serbia, Macedonia, 
Croatia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic and Ukraine (Mathieson et al. 2015, 2018). 
In addition to hg G2a, hgs I2 (second to G2a) and R1 have been found among 
Neolithic individuals from sites in Germany, Poland, Czech Republic and 
Ukraine (Allentoft et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015, 2018; 
Olalde et al. 2018). Furthermore, hgs such as C, E1, J2 and T1a have been 
detected in Neolithic farmers from the Balkans (Mathieson et al. 2018).  
Agricultural practices in the Great Hungarian Plain started with the 
Starčevo–Körös–Criş (~8 kya) and Transdanubia Linearbandkeramik (~7 kya) 
cultures (Gamba et al. 2014; Haak et al. 2015; Szécsényi-Nagy et al. 2015). 
Ancient male individuals who represent several farming cultures from the 
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Carpathian Basin mostly belonged to chrY hgs G2a (Allentoft et al. 2015; 
Lipson et al. 2017; Szécsényi-Nagy et al. 2015) which is consistent with 
findings elsewhere in Europe. Additionally, hg I and its sub-lineage I2a have 
been found among ancient farmers of the region (Allentoft et al. 2015; Gamba 
et al. 2014; Lipson et al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 2015; Szécsényi-Nagy et al. 
2015) as well as hgs H2-L281 and C1a2-V20 (C6-V20, names according to 
Karmin et al. 2015) (Gamba et al. 2014; Lipson et al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 
2015).  
The Late Neolithic and subsequent Bronze Age in Europe were marked by 
huge migrations of pastoralists from Pontic-Caspian Steppes (Yamnaya 
steppe herders) (Anthony 2007; Haak et al. 2015). These migrations may have 
also contributed to the dispersal of at least some Indo-European languages 
(Haak et al. 2015). Additionally, it has been shown that increase in Yamnaya 
ancestry may have generally coincided with the spread of pasture and cultiv-
able land and decrease of broad-leaf forest in continental Europe (Racimo et 
al. 2020). During that time sub-clades of hgs R1a-M343 and R1b-M420 became 
common in Europe (Kivisild 2017). Although hg R1b-M343 has been detected 
both in HG and early farmers, this hg was not abundant (Kivisild 2017). 
Additionally, HG and early farmers did not belong to sub-clade R1b-M269 
which also became common during the Bronze Age (Allentoft et al. 2015; 
Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015). Early Bronze Age male individuals 
dated to ~4.2–3.7 kya whose remains were discovered in burial sites in Central 
Europe (present-day Germany and Czech Republic) mainly belonged to sub-
clades of hg R1b (Allentoft et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 
2015, 2018; Olalde et al. 2018). Similarly Early Bronze Age individuals from 
Poland carried R1b but also R1a sub-clades (Olalde et al. 2018). People who 
inhabited the Great Hungarian Plain during the Early Bronze Age integrated 
different components of archaeological cultures located in the Near East, the 
Steppe and Central Europe (Gamba et al. 2014; Olalde et al. 2018). Bronze 
Age individuals of the area have been shown to carry chrY hgs G2a, I2a, J2a 
and R1b (Allentoft et al. 2015; Gamba et al. 2014; Mathieson et al. 2018; Olalde 
et al. 2018). Among contemporary individuals from Estonia and Lithuania R1a 
lineages were the most abundant (Mittnik et al. 2018; Saag et al. 2017). The 
currently widespread hg N (N3a3'5-L392 according to Karmin et al. 2015) 
was first detected in the Kola Peninsula ~3.5 kya making it so far the earliest 
occurrence of said hg in Fennoscandia (Lamnidis et al. 2018). 
The Bronze Age was followed by the Iron Age in the first millennium BC. 
One of the most significant Early Iron Age cultures was the Scythian culture 
which at its peak spread in the Eurasian Steppe from Central Asia to Ukraine 
and Central Europe (Järve et al. 2019; Juras et al. 2017). Scythian individuals 
from Ukraine mostly carried hg R1a (Järve et al. 2019). Interestingly, an Iron 
Age individual (radiocarbon age 830–980 BC) from Hungary carried hg N 
(Gamba et al. 2014). The first occurrence of haplogroup N in Estonia stems 
from the Iron Age, as three individuals dated to 40–770 BC were assigned to 
sub-clade N3-M46 (TAT) (Saag et al. 2019) 
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In the next historic period – the Middle Ages (around 500–1500 CE) – 
additional migrations took place and the population of Europe increased. 
Genetic analyses of Medieval individuals from German burial sites show that 
males mostly belonged to the currently widespread chrY hg R1b, however hg 
G2a was also detected (O’Sullivan et al. 2018; Rothe et al. 2015). The gene 
pool of populations residing in the Carpathian Basin was deeply influenced by 
the numerous migrations/invasions of different nomadic groups (described in 
chapter 2.5.1.1). So far, mostly aDNA from the Avars and Conquerors has been 
studied due to the prevalence of well excavated archaeological sites (Fóthi et 
al. 2020; Neparáczki et al. 2017, 2019). Avar males from sites dated to the 6–
7th century have been mostly assigned to hg N3-M46 (name according to 
Karmin et al., 2015) (Neparáczki et al. 2019). Findings from the archaeological 
sites dated to the 9th–11th century reveal that predominant chrY hgs among the 
Conquerors were R1 and I (sub-lineage I2a) (Fóthi et al. 2020; Neparáczki et 
al. 2017, 2019). Another frequent hg was N3-M46 with Conqueror males 
belonging to several sub-lineages (Fóthi et al. 2020; Neparáczki et al. 2019). 
Although hg N3-M46 was present during 6–7th and 9–11th century popu-
lations, the composition of its sub-lineages was considerably different with 
N3a5-B197 found among the Avars and N3a2-M2118 and N3a4-Z1936 (hg 
names according to Karmin et al. 2015) among the Conquerors (Neparáczki 
et al. 2019). Interestingly, despite the prevalence of hg N during the Middle 
Ages, it is marginal among the modern Hungarian population (Bíró et al. 2015; 




3. AIMS OF THE STUDY 
Current dissertation gives an in-depth characterization of the resolved phylo-
geny of human Y-chromosomal haplogroup N and its North Eurasia-specific 
geographic expanse. The phylogeny of the sub-clade N3a4 is further refined 
and the splits between sub-clades dated to explore the genetic link between 
Uralic-speaking Hungarians living in Central Europe and populations from 
the Ural Mountains and West Siberia – the putative homeland of contempo-
rary Hungarians. Additional case study examines the patrilineal genetic com-
position of Mongolic speaking Kalmyks inhabiting the south-eastern region 
of the European Plain with the aim to reveal a potential genetic connection to 
other Oirat-speaking groups from Mongolia and Kyrgyzstan who have been 
spatially separated from Kalmyks for ~400 years.  
In more general terms, the aim of the present study is to continue a long-
lasting quest for reaching increasingly deeper insights into the genetic history 
of the Uralic-speaking peoples in the context of populations inhabiting 
northern Eurasia – a research direction that has started in Tartu more than 
20 years ago. Continuous progress in it has been largely dictated by increasingly 
more sophisticated methods available for population geneticists. Indeed, all 
publications used in the current thesis make use of resequencing of whole  
Y-chromosomes and analysing large sample sets from many populations – an 
approach that became possible only recently. 
 
REF I:  
• To clarify the inner structure of hg N phylogeny and date the branching 
events using high coverage chrY sequencing data. 
• To resolve the geographic patterns of hg N expansion with a focus on the 




• To refine the phylogeny and estimate the divergence times within hg N3a4 
by combining chrY high coverage sequencing data from Hungary with data 
from populations inhabiting Ural Mountains and West Siberia. 
• To exemplify the geographical distribution of hg N3a4 and its sub-clades 
in a geographically extensive sample set. 
 
REF III: 
• To describe the patrilineal genetic composition of Kalmyk ethnic groups 
and their connection to Oirat-speaking populations in Mongolia. 
• To characterise the genetic composition of Sart Kalmaks of Kyrgyzstan 
and the Tsaatans of Mongolia. 
• To examine whether the members of the Khoshut dynasty in Kalmykia 
belong to the putative Genghis Khan chrY lineage. 
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
All publications included in this thesis are based on high-coverage full 
sequences of the Y chromosome. In the first study a total of 94 sequences 
including 43 novel sequences are used to determine successive branching 
events and date the phylogeny of Eurasian hg N concentrating on two most 
frequent sub-clades in northern Eurasia – N2a-P43 and N3-M46. Additionally, 
from a total set of 6521 samples belonging to 56 populations from Northern 
Eurasia, 1631 hg N Y chromosomes were detected and genotyped for 16 in-
formative binary markers to explore in detail the phylogeography of hg N 
inner structure (Ref I).  
The second study concentrates on Hungarians living in Central Europe and 
unlike their neighbours speak a Ugric language from the Uralic language 
family. The research refines the phylogeny of clade N3a4-Z1936 by using a 
total of 33 high-coverage Y-chromosomal sequences, including 5 Hungarian 
samples together with samples from the populations inhabiting regions close 
to the Ural Mountains and West Siberia. For phylogeographic analysis a total 
of 4985 samples from 46 populations were genotyped for the defining markers 
B535, B539 and its sub-lineages defined by B540 and B545 (Ref II).  
The third study uses a total of 37 high-coverage chrY sequences of which 
35 belong to hg C3-M217. To explore the paternal genetic connection between 
Kalmyks inhabiting the south-eastern region of the European Plain and other 
Oirat-speaking groups from Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan and China a total of 454 
unrelated males from 11 Oirat populations were genotyped within the context 
of their neighbouring populations (Ref III). 
A detailed description of the used DNA samples and conducted analyses 
are provided in the respective research articles and their supplementary 
materials. 
The role of the author of the PhD thesis is described above, in chapter List 
of Original Publications. 
All samples were obtained from unrelated volunteers after receiving in-
formed consent in accordance with the guidelines of the ethical committees of 
the institutions involved.  
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section gives an overview of the three scientific publications that constitute 
the original part of the current thesis. The following is a compressed summary 
of the main results and conclusions. Details can be found in the references and 
their respective supplementary information.  
 
 
5.1. The refined phylogeny and phylogeography  
of haplogroup N (Ref I) 
5.1.1. Refined phylogeny of haplogroup N 
One of the main objectives of this study was to refine and time-calibrate the 
phylogeny of hg N (Figure 1 Ref I). We used 54 sequences generated with 
Complete Genomics (Mountain View, California, USA) technology published 
in Karmin et al. (2015) and 43 novel samples sequenced at Gene By Gene 
using the “Big Y” service. To merge the novel sequences with the 54 pub-
lished sequences, we obtained the sequence overlap between the two plat-
forms and implemented the “re-mapping filter” as described in Karmin et al. 
(2015) After filtering the usable sequence length was cut down to 6.2 Mb. The 
total number of 94 chrY full sequences, including three hg O samples for 
phylogeny rooting, enabled us to determine, refine and date several lineages 
and sub-clades that were previously unresolved.  
In Northern Eurasia, the most widespread hgs N3 and N2a diverged around 
18 kya (95% Bayesian credible interval [BCI]=15.7–20.0 kya). We found that 
N2a sub-clades split around 9.3 kya (95% BCI = 7.8–10.9 kya). Hg N2a has 
two sub-clades: major N2a1-B523 and a minor sub-clade N2a2. Hg N3 sub-
clades N3a’b and N3c split around 13 kya (95% BCI = 11.3–14.6 kya). Clade 
N3a’b has two sub-clades – a major N3a-L708 and less frequent N3b-B187. 
The deepest clade of N3a-L708 is N3a1-B211 that has a sister-clade N3a2’6-
M2110 with a nested cladistic structure displaying a division of its major sub-
clade N3a3’6-CTS6967 into 4 sub-clades in the mid-Holocene ~5 kya (95% 
BCI=4.4–5.7 kya). Additionally, we found a deep lineage N5 defined by 
marker B482 representing the first split within the phylogeny of hg N and 




5.1.2. Phylogeography of N2a and N3 
The broad Eurasian circum-Arctic spread of hg N has was described earlier 
(Rootsi et al. 2007). Using the new sequencing data results of the refined phylo-
geny of hg N and to reveal the pattern of the main sub-clades we compiled a 
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genotyping panel of over 6500 samples from 56 Eurasian populations. This 
panel included over 3500 new and 3000 samples from previous studies 
genotyped to a higher resolution (Altshuler et al. 2010; Balanovsky et al. 2008; 
Fedorova et al. 2013; Kushniarevich et al. 2013; Rootsi et al. 2007; Tambets 
et al. 2004).  
Hgs N2a and N3 display a geographically structured distribution patterns 
within North Eurasia. Hg N2a has a very broad spread and majority of N2a 
males belong to N2a1-B523 clade (10–30%) that has a distribution area 
covering West and South Siberia, Taymyr Peninsula and Volga-Ural region, 
but this clade is absent from eastern parts of Siberia. The most abundant sub-
lineage within hg N2a1-B523 splits to sub-clades defined by B525 and B478. 
Sub-clade N2a1-B478 is more frequent in western and southern parts of 
Siberia. Compared to its sister-clade, N2a1-B525 is scarce. Other N2a1 sub-
clades defined by L1419 and B528 are respectively present mainly in northern 
and southern parts of VUR. 
Hg N3-M46 sub-clades N3a1, N3a2, N3b and N3c are geographically 
distinct. Hg N3c is represented in our data with two individuals from Japan 
where hg N3 has been shown to have a frequency under 1% (Hammer et al. 
2006; Rootsi et al. 2007), whereas it is absent from the the Eurasian mainland. 
Hg N3b-B187 is mostly found among South Siberian and Mongolian 
populations while its main sister-clade N3a-L708 is more common in other 
areas of North Eurasia. The oldest N3a sub-clade N3a1 (95% BCI=3.3–5.3 kya) 
is predominantly present in Volga-Uralic region and West Siberia. Hg N3a2’6-
M2110 exhibits a noteworthy geographic and temporal spread. One of the 
main branches of N3a2’6 is N3a2-M2118 that overwhelmingly prevails in 
central Siberian populations residing in Yakutia (Yakuts, Evenks and Evens). 
Hg N3a2-M2118 can also be found at lower frequencies among Khanties and 
Mansis of West Siberia. Hg N3a2 and its sister-clade N3a3’6-CTS6967 split 
around 7 kya (95% BCI=6.1–8.3 kya).  
Hg N3a3’6-CTS6967 reaches from East Siberia to Northeast Europe 
including the Baltics with subclades coalescing as recently as 5 kya (95% 
BCI=4.4–5.7) These subclades comprise of populations that are geographi-
cally and belong to several linguistic families meaning that the quite recent 
expansion of this linage is not connected to the much older split of these 
linguistic phyla. Though later diversifications within separated sub-clades 
took place in linguistically related populations (e.g. N3a5a-F4205 in Mongolic 
speakers). The most frequent N3a3’6 sub-clade among Baltic populations is 
N3a3-VL29 incorporating more than one third of Estonian, Latvian and 
Lithuanian Y chromosomes. This clade is also prevalent in Karelians and can 
be found among Sami and Finnish people albeit in smaller proportions. How-
ever, N3a3 is most abundant hg N sub-clade in Slavic-speaking Belarusians, 
Ukrainians and Russians with and exception of North European Russians, who 
more closely resemble other non-Slavic neighbouring populations of Northeast 
Europe such as Karelians, Vepsans and Finns, as most of their Y chromosomes 
belong to sub-clade N3a4-Z1936. This sub-clade is also a major N3 clade 
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among the Volga-Uralic populations especially Volga Tatars. Additionally, it 
is one of the main lineages in Bashkirs residing around southern parts of the 
Urals. In Northeast Europe N3a3-VL29 and N3a4-Z1936 distribution areas are 
partially overlapping. Other two N3a sublineages – N3a5-B197 and N3a6-B479 
– are limited to East Eurasia. Hg N3a5a defined by marker F4205 can be found 
predominantly around Lake Baikal in the Mongolic-speaking populations of 
Buryats and Mongols. Its neighbouring clade N3a5b-B202 is found almost 
5000 km away in East Siberia and Beringia particularly in Koryaks, Chukchis 
and Asian Eskimos. Hg N3a6 is specific to Nanais residing in the Russian Far 
East. The fact that all hg N3 Nanai males belong to N3a6 suggests a strong 
founder event. Similar founder events describe several Siberian populations 
such as Koryaks, Chuckis and Eskimos who boast great N3a5-B202 fre-
quencies, and especially Yakuts due to high prevalence of N3a2.   
 
 
5.1.3. Geographic spread of less common haplogroup N sub-clades 
The deep N5-B482 lineage was unexpectedly found in a sample displaying 
mixed autosomal admixture profile (around 80% European/Mediterranean 
and 20% Southeast Asian). According to ISOGG Y-DNA tree 
(https://isogg.org) and YFull YTree (YTree v8.01.00, https://www.yfull.com/) 
this hg is named N2 (N2a, N2a1) and N, respectively, and defined by marker 
P189.2. Hg N5 (name according to nomenclature presented in Karmin et al. 
2015 and Ilumäe et al. 2016) is reported by both ISOGG and YFull to be found 
mostly in Western Balkan countries such as Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Slovakia and has some additional individuals from the UK, 
Montenegro, Romania, Russian and Turkey. However, because of sampling 
biases and scarcity of hg N5 this should be viewed with discretion. The rarity 
of N5 makes it difficult to detect, and more precise designation of sub-clades 
is difficult at this point. 
Studies (Batini et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2015; Karmin et al. 2015) have shown 
that hg N-F2930 (N4-F2930 according to Karmin et al. 2015) can be found in 
South-east Asia, mainly in China. It is more abundant in the south where 
frequencies stay mostly around 10% or higher (Hu et al. 2015). Additionally, 
N-F2930 has also been reported in Cambodia and Vietnam (Hallast et al. 
2014; Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et al. 2013). This is also confirmed by 
ISOGG, where the designation for the hg is N1b-F2930, and YFull, where this 
hg is denoted as N-F2905. In this study we used 11 samples from China and 
Japan to detect first splits within this haplogroup. The first diversification in 
sub-clade N-F2930 happened ~16.2 kya (95% BCI=14.4–18.2 kya) – the deep 




5.2. Y-chromosomal haplogroup N lineages  
in Hungarians – a probable connection  
to the linguistically closest Uralic speakers near  
the Ural Mountain range (Ref II) 
As explained in Chapter 2 (in particular 2.5.1.), there is a dilemma: Hungarian 
as a language belongs to the Ugric branch of the Uralic family of languages, 
whereas genetically the present-day Hungarians are the closest to their Central 
European neighbours and far away from the West Siberian Ob-Ugric Khanty 
and Mansi peoples. In Ref II we re-analyse aspects of the Y-chromosomal 
pools of Hungarians and the geographically distant populations inhabiting 




5.2.1. Phylogenetic tree of hg N3a4-Z1936 and  
the coalescence times of its sub-lineages 
Using a total of 33 high-coverage Y chromosome full sequences, including 16 
previously published (Ilumäe et al. 2016; Karmin et al. 2015; Wong et al. 
2017) and 17 novel sequences, we reconstructed and refined the phylogeny of 
N3a4-Z1936. Five of the novel sequences were of Hungarian origin and two 
already published N3a2 samples were used as an outgroup (Figure 10).  
 
Figure 10. Reconstructed phylogeny of hg N3a4.  
Two hg N3a2 samples were used as an outgroup. Sub-clades are presented as triangles 
(where possible) and coloured according to linguistic affiliations. Sub-clade and 
population names are displayed on the branches and tips, respectively. 
 




























The two major sub-clades of N3a4 defined by markers B535 and B539 diverged 
around 4.9 kya (95% BCI= 3.7–6.3 kya) and sub-clades of N3a4-B539 defined 
by markers B540 and B545 split 4.2 kya (95% BCI = 3.0–5.6 kya). Sub-clade 
N3a4-B540 has two sub-clades one of which consists of a Khanty and a Mansi 
sample and the other exclusively of Hungarian and Bashkir samples. The 
sister-clade of B540 (defined by B545) includes samples of Hungarians, 
Bashkirs and Tatars. Sub-clades defined by B540 and B545 diverged around 
3.9 kya (95% BCI= 2.8–5.2 kya) and expanded almost simultaneously about 
2.7–2.9 kya.  
 
 
5.2.2. Geographic dispersal of N3a4 sub-lineages 
To test the presence and frequencies of N3a4 sub-lineages in a broad sample 
set we used genotyping data of around 5000 Eurasian individuals including 
West Siberian Mansi and Khanty who are linguistically closest to Hungarians.  
There is an apparent difference in the geographic distribution of hg N3a4 
sub-clades as its frequency peaks in two separate areas – Northeast Europe 
where mostly N3a4-B535 sub-clade is found, and southern parts of the Ural 
Mountains where N3a4-B539 is common (Figure 3, Supplementary Table 3 
Ref II). Hg N3a4-B535 has the highest frequency of 44% among Finns. How-
ever, it is also prevalent in Karelians, Saamis, Northern Russians (all around 
20%) and Vepsians (32%). Northern Russians are an admixed population with 
a recorded similar genetic structure to their Finnic speaking neighbours 
(Balanovsky et al. 2008). The frequency of B535 diminishes to around 5% in 
Estonians and 1% in Latvians. In the east its frequency is 1–9% among Eastern 
European Russians and populations of the Volga-Ural region (Komis, 
Mordvins and Chuvashes). In Turkic speaking Bashkirs and Tatars residing in 
Southern Urals N3a4-B535 is mostly absent. 
In comparison, the sister-clade of B535 defined by marker B539 is com-
mon among Bashkirs and can be found in Tatars (Figure 3, Supplementary 
Table 3 Ref II). N3a4-B539 is also present among Uralic speaking Mansis and 
Khanties of West Siberia and can be found in low frequencies (1–4%) among 
Hungarians of Central Europe. However, N3a4-B539 is almost completely 
missing from populations where N3a4-B535 lineages are prevalent such as 
Udmurts, Maris, Mordvins and Komis from the Volga-Uralic region and 
Finns, Vepsians, Saamis and Karelians from Northeast Europe. The two main 
sub-clades of B539 (defined by B540 and B545) have partially overlapping 
distributions. N3a4-B540 is most commonplace among different sub-groups 
of Bashkirs (up to 60%) but it has substantially lower frequencies among neigh-
bouring Tatars (3–5%). B540 is also quite abundant in Khanties and Mansis 
(up to 27%) and can be found among Uralic speaking Nenets (7%) and Turkic 
speaking Dolgan populations (5%). Interestingly this lineage is present among 
Hungarians reaching the highest frequency (4%) in Sekler Hungarians who 
live in Transylvania, Romania. The presence of N3 (1%) has been shown 
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among Seklers previously (Csányi et al. 2008) but the low-resolution level 
makes it impossible to designate any sub-clades. B540 is absent from Uralic 
speaking Nganasans and Selkups. N3a4-B545, however, is much more localised 
being frequent (52%) in one Bashkir sub-group from Volga-Uralic region. 
While B545 is lacking in contemporary Mansis, it can be found in very small 
portions (<1%) among Hungarians, but it is absent in Sekler Hungarians.  
 
 
5.2.3. N3a4-B539 – a link between Hungarians and linguistic 
relatives of Southern Urals and West Siberia 
Present study refines the connection with high-resolution phylogenetic trees 
built from full sequences and genotypes a large sample set from geographi-
cally wide area. Both the hg N3a4 phylogenetic tree and genotyping data of 
hg N lineages show a connection between Hungarians and populations inhab-
iting Southern Urals and West Siberia. Hg N3a4 sub-clade defined by B539 is 
ubiquitous among Turkic-speaking Bashkirs and has a substantial frequency 
among Ob-Ugric Khanties and Mansis of West Siberia. Genotyping confirms 
that this lineage is present among Hungarians, whose hg N3a4 Y-chromo-
somes – similarly to Bashkir and Tatar Y-chromosomes – are present in both 
hg N3a4-B539 sub-clades (defined by markers B540 and B545). The core area 
of hg N3a4-B539 is located in proximity to the Urals, but it is also present at 
low frequency in Central European Hungarians with an absence among neigh-
bouring Indo-Europeans (Figure 3 Ref II) – this noteworthy pattern is difficult 
to explain by gradual frequency cline and without an assumption of a mig-
ration of people.  
To test whether the presence of hg N among Sekler Hungarians could be 
caused by random drift, selection based resampling approach was implemented. 
Three models (details in Material and Methods section of Ref II) were imple-
mented which considered the observed frequencies of hg N3a4-B539 in Hun-
garian Seklers (4%), neighbouring Indo-European populations (0%) and 
Southern Ural/West Siberian populations (13%) and evaluated the possibility 
of a genetic contribution from the Ural/West Siberian populations to Hunga-
rian Seklers. Statistically most supported model (model C) demonstrated that 
drift alone cannot explain this frequency pattern and that Sekler Hungarians 
display a genetic contribution from Siberia that is missing in neighbouring 
Indo-Europeans. 
Although the frequency of hg N3a4-B539 is marginal among present-day 
Hungarians, it is possible that it was higher in ancient Magyars. The Z1936 
lineage was found in 5 individuals out of 19 (26,3%) in the archaeologically 
richest Hungarian late 9th-early 10th century cemeteries from Upper-Tisza 
and Middle-Tisza basin regions (Fóthi et al. 2019, 2020). Notably, this 
frequency is quite similar to marker Z1936 derived state frequencies among 
various contemporary Khanty, Mansi and Bashkir groups. Additionally, it has 
been shown that two ancient Hungarian N3a4-Z1936 samples from these 
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cemeteries deduced to clade B545 according to genotyping results (Fóthi et al. 
2019). We added these samples to the STR network analysis (Supplementary 
Figure 2 Ref II), and the results showed a closer relationship to contemporary 
Bashkir and Tatar samples than to present-day Hungarians.  
 
 
5.3. Paternal genetic relatedness of Kalmyks  
in the southeast European Plain and  
Oirats of Western Mongolia (Ref III) 
Kalmyks are the only Mongolic-speaking people settled down in Europe. 
Chapter 2.5.2. gives an overview about their place among different Mongolic 
speakers, their clan structure and published genetic data. Below new results 
are presented and discussed. 
 
 
5.3.1. Reconstructed phylogeny of hg C3-M217 and  
the distribution of its sub-clades among Mongol-speaking Kalmyk 
and Oirat-Mongol populations 
In this study we genotyped a total of 454 samples from 33 haplogroups. 
Different hg C3 sub-clades are most abundant (>50%) paternal lineages among 
studied populations (Kalmyk Derbet, Kalmyk Torgut, Kalmyk Buzava, Kalmyk 
Khoshut, Sart Kalmak, Xinjiang Kalmyk, Mongol Torgut, Mongol Khoshut, 
Mongol Derbet, Mongol Tsaatan, Tozhu Tuvan).  
We reconstructed the phylogeny of hg C3-M217 based on 10 novel and 27 
published (Karmin et al. 2015) Y-chromosome whole sequences (Figure 11) 
focusing on two sub-branches C3f1 and C3c’i which are the most common 
among the Kalmyk population. The phylogeny of hg C3c’i sub-clade C3c1-
M77 displays two sub-branches: sub-branch C3c1a-Z40439 has been formerly 
described and is common among Tungusic-speaking Evens and Evenks and 
Mongolic-speaking Buryats and Mongols (Karmin et al. 2015). The sub-
branch C3c1b-F6379 is novel with a TMRCA of ~1.5 thousand years (95% 
BCI = 1.1–2.1 kya). We show that sub-lineages of hg C3 form the major shared 
component between the various sub-populations of Kalmyks and Mongolian 
Oirat sub-groups. Genotyping data reveals that the newly described C3c1b is 
the most common sub-clade among Mongolic Kalmyks and Oirats covering 
~40% of male lineages. Although this hg is also present at low incidence in 
Turkic-speaking Tsaatans and Oirat-speaking Sart Kalmaks (frequencies are 
4.3% and 4.9%, respectively). When Tsaatans, Tozhu Tuvans, and Sart 
Kalmaks are excluded, the share of hg C3 reaches 62.5%. Similarly, the 
supposed Khoshut ruler from Kalmykia with a possible link to Genghis Khan 
and his brother belongs to a lineage in sub-clade C3c1-M77. However, since 
C3c is extremely widespread in Central Asia, Mongolia and other parts of East 
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Asia, the connection to Genghis Khan dynasty cannot be verified and the 




Figure 11. The phylogenetic tree of hg C3.  
Newly defined C3 sub-clade C3c1b-F6379 is indicated in purple. Two C7a samples 
were used as an outgroup. Sub-clades are presented as triangles (where possible). Sub-
clade names on the branches and population identifiers on the tips. 
 
 
5.3.2. Presence of haplogroup N3 sub-clades and dispersal of  
other paternal haplogroups in Kalmyks and other Oirat groups 
Although hg C3 sub-clades are most common among different Oirat popu-
lations, the incidence of other haplogroups varies (Figure 1 Ref III). Other Y-
chromosomal haplogroups present in Kalmyks and Oirat-speakers are mostly 
of Siberian or East Asian origin such as N, O, Q, R1a2-Z93 derivates, R2.  
For example, hg N is more frequent in Kalmyk Khoshuts (32.1%) com-
pared to the other populations included in this study. Hg N3a2-M2118, com-
mon in Yakutia (Central Siberia) (Ilumäe et al., 2016), is carried by 21.4% of 
Kalmyk Khoshuts, who also have 7.1% of hg N3a5a-F4205, commonly found 
in Buryats and Mongols (Ilumäe et al. 2016). Among the Tsaatans of Mongolia, 
however, hg N3a5a-F4205 is a major Y-chromosome lineage constituting 
more than 50% of the paternal genepool. Additionally, this lineage also has a 
 







































high frequency in Tozhu Tuvans (15.2%), Mongol Derbets (12.5%), Mongol 
Torguts (10.6%) and Mongol Khoshuts (5.6%). Hg N lineages like N2a1, N3b 
and N3a3’6-CST696 are also present in Kalmyks and other Oirat-speakers 
albeit in lower frequencies. For example, a sub-clade of hg N2a1 defined by 
marker B478 is present in 13% of Tozhu Tuvan Y-chromosomes, whereas it 
is less common or absent among other Oirat-speaking groups (0–5%). Further-
more, Tozhu Tuvans are the only studied population that has a marginal 
proportion of N3b (around 2%). 
Another frequent haplogroup among Oirat-speaking groups is hg O. For 
example, hg O2a2-P201 that is prevalent in China and Southeast Asia has a 
considerable frequency among Kalmyk Khoshuts (~14%) and Mongol 
Derbets (~7%). Kalmyk Torguts have a substantial amount of hg O2’5 (~17%) 
but we were not able to further resolve this haplogroup. Hgs O2’5 and O2a2 
are also frequent in a limited Kalmyk sample from the Chinese autonomous 
region of Xinjiang but due to the small sample size (12) these results should 
be considered with caution. 
Kalmyks and other Oirats also carry sub-lineages of hg R such as R1a2-Z93 
and R2. It should be noted that Sart Kalmaks deviate from other studied 
populations due to high frequency of hg R and its sub-group R1a-Z2125 
(~30%) that is common in Kyrgyzstan and Afghan Pashtuns (Underhill et al., 
2015). This may point to a male mediated gene flow between the neighbouring 
Sart-Kalmaks and Kyrgyz. In addition, more than 11% of Sart-Kalmak  
Y-chromosomes belong to R1b13-M478 that also has a noticeable frequency 
among Kalmyk-Derbets (~7%). The latter, along with Kalmyk Buzavas, also 
have a significant amount of R2a-M124 (>18% and >11%, respectively). 
The Tsaatans of Mongolia who, in addition to high frequency of hg N3a5a 
(52%), also have a substantial amount of hg Q2a-M25 (43.5%). The fact that 
these two hgs constitute around 96% of the paternal gene pool of Mongolian 
Tsaatans indicates a founder effect followed by genetic isolation, typical of a 
small population of taiga reindeer herders. The same lineages dominate in the 
Tozhu Tuvans with hg Q2a-M25 contributing the most by having a frequency 
of 50.0%. This provides genetic proof of inter-marriage between these two 
groups. Previously published Y-chromosomal genotyping data shows that 
Mongolian Tsaatans and Tozhu Tuvans are also similar to Tuvans (Kharkov 
et al. 2013) pointing to a degree of common paternal origin between the three 
populations. 
Despite the almost 400 years of geographical separation, the distribution 
of Y-chromosomal haplogroups among Kalmyk sub-groups and Oirats of 
Western Mongolia is quite similar. According to pairwise genetic distances 
(Fst) based on chrY hg frequencies, Mongol Tsaatan, Tozhu Tuvan and Sart 
Kalmak display significant divergence from the remaining populations studied. 
Repeating the PCA based on chrY haplogroup frequencies without these three 
groups highlights the displacement of Kalmyk Derbets, which is driven by the 
high frequency of haplogroup R2a among them. Other strong drivers of 
differentiation are hg N3a2-M2118 present in Kalmyk Khoshuts, and hg 
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O2’5-M268 with the highest level among Kalmyk Torguts. The AMOVA 
results (Supplementary Table S4 Ref III) validate the arrangement seen on the 
PC plot (Figure 1b Ref III) (FCT=0.15670, P=0.00293) showing a low 
(FCT=0.01771) and insignificant (P =0.13196) level of differentiation among 
the geographically distant groups. This may be because the paternal genetic 
structure of Oirat-speaking Mongol sub-populations had developed in the 
territory of Western Mongolia and has not undergone significant changes after 






• Haplogroup N is a widespread chrY lineage in Northern Eurasia. The 
refined hg N phylogeny has disclosed several previously undescribed sub-
clades. Subsequent genotyping of defining markers outlines the previously 
homogenous geographic structure into distinctive hg N lineages. 
• One of the most widespread hg N sub-lineages is N2a-P43. 
• The inner structure of the largest hg N2a sub-group N2a1 contains three 
sub-clades instead of previously known two.  
• Hg N2a males overwhelmingly belong to hg N2a1-B523 which is present 
in West and South Siberia, Taymyr Peninsula and the Volga-Uralic region. 
• The other prevalent hg in Northern Eurasia is N3-M46. 
• Haplogroup N3 has two sub-clades – N3a’b and N3c. Sub-clade N3a splits 
into N3a1-B211 and N3a2’6-M2110, the latter of which divided almost 
simultaneously into 2 sub-lineages. 
• Hg N3a3’6 has a wide geographic spread and almost simultaneous 
expansion of sub-lineages starting ~5kya into multiple distinct geographical 
areas of North Eurasia.  
• The distribution pattern of hg N3a3’6 sub-lineage N3a4 has two apparent 
frequency peaks – Northeast Europe (sub-clade N3a4-B535) and southern 
parts of the Ural Mountains (sub-clade N3a4-B539). 
• Sub-clade N3a4-B539 forms a genetic link between Hungarians residing 
in Central Europe and geographically distant populations of West Siberia 
and southern Urals including linguistic relatives.  
• Sub-clade N3a4-B539 frequency among present-day Hungarians is 
marginal being the highest ~4% among Sekler Hungarians and staying at 
~1% in other Hungarian sub-groups.  
• Hg C3-M217 sub-lineages make up over 40% of Kalmyk male lineages.  
• The phylogeny of hg C3-M217 displays two sub-branches C3f1 and C3c’i. 
One of the hg C3c’i sub-lineages is the novel C3c1b-F6379 that is specific 
to the Kalmyks. 
• Although hg C3 is the most common hg among Mongolic Kalmyks and 
other Oirat-speakers, additional hgs mostly of Siberian or East Asian origin 
(hg N, O, Q, R1a2-Z93 derivates, R2) are present in varying frequencies.  
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 
Ülevaade Põhja-Euraasias laialt levinud Y-kromosoomaalse 
haplogrupi N fülogeneesist ja fülogeograafiast ning Euroopa  
kahe keeleliselt erandliku rahva – ungarlaste ja kalmõkkide – 
populatsiooniuuringud 
Inimkonna evolutsioon ja rahvaste demograafiline ajalugu ehk protsessid, mis 
on mõjutanud rahvastiku muutumist läbi aja, on alati inimesi huvitanud. Need 
sündmused on mõjutanud ka inimese põlvest-põlve edasi kanduvat genoomi, 
mis seetõttu peidab endas inimese evolutsioonilist ning demograafilist ajalugu. 
Populatsioonigeneetiline teadussuund on kasutanud geneetilisi andmestikke 
rahvastikusündmuste uurimisel juba aastakümneid, kuid just praegu viivad 
kiired tehnoloogilised arengud teadusharu hüppeliselt edasi.  
Üks kõige olulisemaid edasiminekuid viimase 15 aasta jooksul on uue 
lühikeste lugemete järjestusanalüüsi (LLJ) väljatöötamine. Antud tehnoloogia 
tulemusel kasvas väga oluliselt võime analüüsida geneetilisi andmeid. Tänu 
LLJ meetodile suudame palju paremini kogu tuumagenoomi järjestada ning 
samuti on võimalik analüüsida ammusurnud indiviidide genoomset DNAd ehk 
vana DNAd. Niisamuti on nüüd palju enam võimalusi vaid ema- või isaliini 
pidi päranduvate ehk uniparentaalsete genoomi osade, mitokondri DNA 
(mtDNA) ning Y-kromosoomi DNA (Y-DNA) analüüsiks. Kuigi kogu 
genoomi ja vana DNA analüüs annavad põhjalikumat ja mitmekülgsemat infor-
matsiooni inimkonna evolutsiooni ning demograafilise ajaloo kohta, võimal-
davad uniparentaalsete genoomi osade omadused analüüsida demograafilise 
ajaloo mees- ja naisliinidele omaseid aspekte, mis oluliselt rikastab meie 
võimet mõista inimkonna demograafilist ajalugu selle kogu rikkuses.  
Käesolev töö keskendub inimese Y-kromosoomi analüüsile. Y-kromosoom 
on haploidne kromosoom, esineb ainult meestel ja suurem osa kromosoomist 
ei läbi meiootilist ristsiiret. Ainult kromosoomi otsad vahetavad rekombinat-
siooni käigus X-kromosoomiga geneetilist materjali. Seetõttu on muutused, 
mis Y-kromosoomis aset leiavad, tingitud põhiliselt aja jooksul kuhjunud 
mutatsioonidest. Üheks informatiivsemaks uurimisobjektiks on ühe-alus-
paarilised punktmutatsioonid ehk SNV-d (ingl k single nucleotide variant). Y-
kromosoom pärandub ainult meesliini pidi (isalt pojale), kandes endas ellu-
jäänud liinide infot ühisest eellasest kuni tänapäeva indiviidideni. SNV-de 
alleelivariantide kombinatsioonide põhjal saame määrata Y-kromosoomid 
fülogeneetilistesse gruppidesse ehk haplogruppidesse (hg), mis omakorda 
koonduvad kõiki isaliine siduvaks fülogeneetiliseks puuks. Kõigi nende 
tunnuste tõttu on Y-kromosoomi kasutatud meesliinide uurimiseks rohkem 
kui 20 aastat. Algusaegadel põhinesid teadusuuringud vähesel hulgal punkt-
mutatsioonidel, kuid meetodite arenedes lisandus aina uusi informatiivseid 
markereid. Uus LLJ tehnoloogia võimaldab vaid teadaolevate punktmutat-
sioonide asemel analüüsida Y-kromosoomi DNA järjestust hüppeliselt 
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suuremal hulgal kui varem. Sellega kaasneb aina rohkemate markerite leidmine 
ning omakorda isaliinide põlvnemist rekonstrueerivate fülogeneesipuude 
täpsustamine. Klassikaline fülogeograafiline analüüs – demograafiliste sünd-
muste rekonstrueerimine lähtuvalt isaliinide geograafilisest levikust ja füloge-
neetilistest seostest, on seetõttu saanud oluliselt nüansseeritumaks. Antud 
käsitlusviis on laialdaselt kasutusel nii Y-kromosoomi globaalse kui ka popu-
latsioonipõhise varieeruvuse analüüsil. 
Käesolevas töös on üheks eesmärgiks täiendada Põhja-Euraasias laialt 
levinud haplogrupi N fülogeneesi sisestruktuuri, kasutades selleks 94 Y-kro-
mosoomi täisjärjestust. Täiendavalt kirjeldatakse hg N-i ja selle põhiliste 
alamklaadide geograafilist levikut Euraasia populatsioonides.  
Teiseks sihiks on uurida geneetilist seost Kesk-Euroopas elavate uurali keeli 
kõnelevate ungarlaste ja geograafiliselt kaugete Lääne-Siberis ning Uurali 
mäestikus elavate uurali keeli kõnelevate populatsioonide, sealhulgas lähi-
mate keelesugulaste vahel. Lääne-Siberit ning Uurali mäestiku ümbrust on 
pikalt peetud uurali keelte kõnelejate, kaasa arvatud ungarlaste, algkoduks. 
Teada on, et tänapäeva ungarlased on geneetiliselt väga sarnased oma geo-
graafiliste lähinaabritega, kes kõnelevad indoeuroopa keeli. Ungarlaste side 
oma uurali keeli kõnelevate keelesugulastega, eriti just ugri keeli rääkivate 
rahvastega, on nii tuumagenoomi, mtDNA kui Y-DNA kontekstis pea ole-
matu. Siiski leidub väike hulk Y-DNA liine N haplogrupist, mis viitavad 
seosele Lääne-Siberis elavate populatsioonidega. Selle seose selgitamiseks 
rekonstrueeriti 33 Y kromosoomi täisejärjestuse põhjal N3a4-Z1963 fülo-
geneesipuu, kasutades sealjuures esmakordselt ungarlaste Y-kromosoomi 
täisjärjestusi. Lisaks kirjeldab antud uuring N3a4 alamklaadide geograafilist 
levikut uuritud populatsioonides.  
Euroopas ainsana mongoli keelt kõnelevad kalmõkid on budistlik rahvas, 
kelle Oiratitest esivanemad siirdusid umbes 400 aastat tagasi oma algkodust 
Mongooliast Ida-Euroopa lauskmaa kaguossa. Töö eesmärgiks on võrrelda, 
naaberrahvaste taustal, kalmõkkide isaliine nende Mongoolias, Kõrgõzstanis 
ja Hiinas elavate keelesugulastega, lähtudes sealjuures ka tänini säilunud 
teadmisest Oiratite klannistruktuurist. Kirjeldamaks ajalise ning geograafilise 
lahusoleku mõju kalmõkkide geneetilisele varieeruvusele, rekonstrueeritakse 
laialt levinud Y-kromosoomi haplogrupi C3-M217 fülogeneetiline puu. Täien-
davalt selgitatakse nii hg C3 kui ka teiste haplogruppide esinemissagedusi 
kalmõkkidel ja teistel oiratidel. 
 
Doktoritöö põhiliste tulemuste kokkuvõte: 
• Y-kromosomaalne haplogrupp N on laialt levinud erinevates Põhja-Euraasia 
populatsioonides ning tekkis Kagu-Aasia mandriosas, kus vanaDNA and-
mete kohaselt oli hg N levinud umbes 6500 aastat tagasi. 
• Põhjalik ja kõrge lahutusastmega hg N fülogeneetiline puu paljastab mitu 
seni kirjeldamata alamklaadi. 
• Kaks kõige levinumat N alamliini, N2a ning N3, lahknesid umbes 18000 
aastat tagasi. 
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• N2a kõige sagedasema alamklaadi N2a1-B523, mis on levinud Lääne- ja 
Lõuna-Siberis, Taimõri poolsaarel ning Volga-Uurali piirkonna rahvastel, 
sisestruktuur jaguneb varasemalt arvatud kahe klaadi asemel kolme klaadi.  
• Hg N3 koosneb kahest alamliinist: N3a’b ja N3c.  
• Hg N levikumustri kõige silmapaistvam aspekt on N3a3’6 klaadi alam-
liinide lai geograafiline ulatus ja nelja alamklaadi kiire jagunemine umbes 
5000 aastat tagasi. 
• Hg-l N3a4 on kaks sagedusharipunkti. Üks neist asub Kirde-Euroopas ja 
teine Uurali mäestiku lõunaosas. 
• N3a4 on üks väheseid geneetilisi ühendusi ungarlaste ning teiste uurali 
keeli kõnelevate rahvaste vahel. Kuigi N3a4 sagedus tänapäeva ungarlastel 
on marginaalne, oli see ilmselt vanadel madjaritel kõrgem, millele viitavad 
ka vana DNA uuringud. 
• Kui välja jätta Kõrgõzstanis elavad sart-kalmõkid, siis hg C3 moodustab 
kalmõkkide ning teiste oiratide isaliinide geenitiigist enam kui 60%. 
• Haplogrupi C3 fülogeneesipuu paljastab sisestruktuuris uue alamliini 
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